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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the Columbia River Stream Survey is to provide data
for the evaluation of each stream, or portion of stream, from the stand-
point of its present and potential value in relation to the maintenance
of the salmon resources of the Coliombia Rivero The Columbia River water=
shed has been divided into several survey areas or units o This report
covers Area IIIo

Area III includes all tributaries entering the Colximbia on the north
and west sides from the Klickitat River to Grand Coulee Dam, and the few
tributaries entering from the east eind south sides between the Snake River

and Grand Coulee Dam. Also included in this report is a section in which
are given brief accounts of the more important tributaries above Grand

Coulee Dam that formerly supported r\ins of salmono Area III has been
divided into three separate sub-areas to cover the several sizeable stream
systems that are present* These sub-areas are j (l) the Yakima River, (2)

the Wenatchee-Entiat Rivers, and (3) the Methow-Okanogan Rivers o Other
tributaries are covered in upstream order in Part 1 of this reporto

All of Area III is east of the Cascade summit, and the major streams
of this area originate on the eastern Cascade slopes. The great height of

the Cascade range, which in this section is generally between 5,000 and
10,000 feet in elevation, causes most of the moistixre that is brought by
the prevailing winds from the Pacific Ocean to precipitate on the western
slopes of the rangeo Only during the winter months is there any consider-
able precipitation on the eastern slopes, and since the greater part of this

area lies east of the foothills, it is largely a semi-arid plateau section©
The flow of water in the larger streams that originate in the mountains is

fairly well sustained throughout the year, but the smaller streams are in-

termittent or dry during the summer and early fall months « The amount of

winter snowfall in the mountains and the type of weather during the spring
months, particularly in late May and June, are the principal factors in

determining whether there will be sufficient water during the sximmer months

to supply diversion demands and still provide stream flows adequate to per-

mit migratory fish to reach their spawning grounds without serious delays

enroutCo In general, if the month of June is cool and there is much
cloudy or rainy weather the snow melt is delayed, and there is usually

sufficient water in the streams during the following summer and fall months

o

The forest cover of the area, principally conifers, is confined to the

mountains and foothills <> Sage brush, grasses and other small vegetative

forms are the only natural covering of the vast plateau sections of the

watershed, except for the usual willow, poplar, and alder thickets border-

ing the immediate vicinity of the water courses themselves©



The first whita men in the area were the fur trappers, traders,
and voyagers of 1805 who did not settle or change the original condi-
tions in the area other than to remove the fur-bearing animal popula-
tiono The first white settlers utilized this area largely for stock
grazing, the country then being considered as naturally too arid for
large crop produc tiono One of the first reported attempts to irrigate
in this area was by an Indian Basmed Kamiakin, who diverted water from
Ahtanum Creek in 1852 to grow a vegetable garden. In 1872 a white man,

Jospoh Scannon, dug a canal from the Naches River to the original site

of the city of YsLkima at Union Gapo The first orchard was planted in
ISTOo A large number of settlers entered the area in the last three

decades of the 19th tjantury, and many irrigation diversions were made*
In 1881 the Konewock (Konnewick) Canal was dug, and was la'^er enlarged
tmtil by 1891 it had been developed into a great canal system* In
1884 the Northern Pacific Railroad entered the Yakima Valley, and there-
after agriculture, utilizing irrigation^ expanded rapidly until today
the valley is covered with net=works of canals, both large and smallo
The Wenatchee, Methow, Okanogan and other valley areas were similarly
deveiopedj, with iVialt production being one of the main industries.

Virtaally all of the streams in this area supported large runs of
silver„ chinookj, and blueback salmon as well as steelhead trout prior
to the settlement of the area by white men. With the development of the
region and the construction of dams and unscreened irrigation diversions,
there was a steady diminution in the abundance level of the runs o The

dame impeded and in some instances completely blocked the upstream passage
of adult fish, and countless thousands of fingerlings were lost down the
irrigation ditches as they were migrating to the ocean.

As lat© as 1936, the stream survey parties found only 8 diversions
screened out of 40 examined on the main Yakima River. This lack of
screens was typical of all irrigation canals in the area. Since then the
Washington State Fisheries Department, aided in part by the Works Progress
Administration, has undertaken an effective screening program. The Fish
and ?R.ldlife Service has screened government constructed diversions.

Another problem in conserving the salmon of this area is raised by
the fishing activities of the Indians, who spear, net and snag many of
the fish concentrated in the shallow waters below dams and fish ladder
entrances^ as at th© Richland, Prosser, Sunnyside, and Wapato dams on the
Yakima River.

TOnder the rreaty of 1856, which is still in effect;, the Indians are
allowed "the exclusive right of taking fish in all streams running through
or bordering on said reservations eaoao as also the right of taking fish at
all usual and accustomed places'*. It is therefore impossible at present to
prevent Indians from taking fish in the lower main Yakima and other streams
where they border or are in the reservations. White men, on the other hand,
are forbidden by State law to take salmon or food fish in "Any and all waters
within one mile below any rack, dam or other artifical obstruction, either
temporary or permanent, across any river or stream, except as otherwise
provided" o A full agreement with renegofcifttion of treaties must be made with
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the Indians to provide for satisfactory spawning escapement if in the
future any of the streams in or bordering on the various reservations
in this area, and particularly those of the Yakima River system, are to

be restocked and rehabilitated for salmon and steelheado

Despite the fact that a part of the spawning grounds in Area III
has been made inaccessible by high dams, river flows have been diminished
by the diversion of irrigation water, that there are still many unscreened
irrigation ditches, and that the abundance level of the runs is far below
the former level. Area III is still an important salmon producing areao

At Priest Rapids, which are located approximately 396 miles up
the Columbia River, the Pacific Power and Light Company operates a

power planto There is no barrier dam, the water being diverted by

a small wing dam from above the rapids down a mile'=long canal to the

power house on the south bank. The maximum operating head is about
25 feetj and the usual diversion is 300 c.foS. The plant operates two

fixed bladed power wheels, one a Francis type, and the other a propeller
type, at a speed of approximately 150 RePoMo It is recommended that this

canal be adequately screened and provided with a satisfactory by=pass

channel

o

There are now two dams on the main Columbia in this Area, and
a third is under construction. The Rock Island Dam was built by the

Puget Sound Power and Light Company and is located about 15 miles
below the mouth of the Wenatehee River, and 452 miles above the mouth
of the Columbia o It is a 22 to 33 foot barrier to migratory fish, but
has 3 satisfactory fishcways. It was started in 1929 and completed in

1934. The original construction provided for 8 more generators, each
of 20,000 K.Wo capacity, for fut\xre installation in addition to the

\mits actually installed. However, even at this late date there has

been no attempt to install and operate the additional units, in spite

of recently threatened power shortages in the Pacific Northwesto

Fish counting stations have been operated at this dam during part
of each year by the Fish and Wildlife Service to provide information on

fish entering the section of the river above the Yakima River and below

Grand Coulee Dam. These counts are given in the follorwing table.

Examination of the Rock Island counts shows that there were

relatively small runs of fish remaining in the Columbia above Rock

Island in the few years prior to the building of Grand Coulee Dam,

and that there had previously been poor years as well. It is also

quite evident that there have been no great losses to the runs that

can be attributed to the salvage operations and transferring of the

stocks to hatcheries and streams below Grand Coulee after 1939 under

the Grand Coulee Fish Salvage Program of the Fish and Wildlife Service.

It is therefore desirable that a g reater spawning escapement be provided

so that these important stocks can be increased in the future, and may

more fully utilize the large potential spawning and rearing capacity of

this sectiono



Table 1 F_ISH_COUNTS AT ROCK ISLAWB Q^M 1/''

——
CHINOOK

"

~~"~~~S"TEELHEAD BLUEBACK TOTft^L ALL

YEAR SPRING STMMER TOTAL SPRING FALL T0T3LL TOTAL SPECIES
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fish. Although it would probably have been possible to trap the adult
fish below the dam and release them above itj, there are no meaas knOwa

at present to provide for collecting and passing the downstream migra-'l^

ing fingerlings from above the dam without almost certain death to alio

Therefore, from 1939 to 1943 all adult salmon were trapped e.x Tlook

Island Dam and placed in the Wenatcheej Entiat, Methow and Okanogan

Rivers, which enter the main Coliaiibia below Grand Coulee Damo 1^
Later, part of the runs were taken to hatcheries constri;icted on

these streams o Marked fish experiments and field observations

have subseouently vindicated the belief that, with few exceptions,

the offspring of these transplanted fish hs.ve returned to the foster
streams into which they had been transferred o Most of these riins now
show increases o In order to protect the runs until they could become
well established, the Washington State Department of Fisheries ms.de

it unlawful to take food fish or salmon in any of the tributaries uf

the Colimibia River above Rock Island Dam,, and the State Game r)?pe.rt=

ment prohibited the taking of steelhead over 16 inches ir. length i';:

the Wena tehee, Entiat and Methow Rivers

o

The McNary or Umatilla Dam, which is now under construction, is

located just above the Unati 11a Rapids in the Columbia River &t
approximately 292 miles above its mouth and 91 miles above Celilo
Falls, and will be an 87 foot high barrier to fisho Tfhile it will
be provided with fish ladders, its effect on fish is difficult to

predict, for two or three barriers may have an accumulative adverse
effect on fish that is considerably greater than two or three times

the obsei^ed adverse effect of a single dam or barrier of similar
height and typeo It is therefore desirable that no further objh

building will be undertaken on the main traveled routes of fish in
the Columbia River System until the irrigation and power facilities
at present installations and at sites above Grand Coulee Dam Are f"ully

developed and utilized.

There are several more dams which are being considered by tLe

construction agencies for the main Columbia in this Area© The Dalies
Dam would be located just above the city of The Dalles, Oregpn, would
be about 88 feet in height, and would flood out Celilo Falls o fa^

John Day Dam would be located just below the mouth of the John Day
River, and would be approximately 50 feet higho The Arlington Dam
would be located just above the town of Arlington, Oregon, and would
be 48 feet high. These three dams are expected to be provided with
fishways if they are constructed© A new dam is proposed at Priest
Rapids, and the latest announced plans suggest a 200 fost I'dgh mciltiple-
purpose dam at this site.. AS this dam will be too high for existing
typds of fishways, and will therefore be a complete barrier to all fish,
it will eliminate all of the known production areas for bluebaok salmon

l/ A Report upon the Grand Coulee Fish=Maintenance Project i939"1947
by P. Fo Fish and Mo G. Hanavan, Fish and Wildlife Serrioe, Special
Scientific Report NOo 55 (processed).
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in the Columbiaj and nullify all of the results of the Grand Coulee fish

salvage programs o There are no known suitable lakes and spawning areas

for blueback below Priest Rapids and the high quality spring and early

sunnner run stocks of salmon produced above this site are much needed

in the economy of the Columbia River commercial fisheryo

The Rocky Reach Dam, which would be located a fevr miles above

Wenatchee., would be 65 feet high, and the Chelan Dam to be located

just above the mouth of the Chelan River would be approximately 92

feet higho These dams have all been proposed and if built would
seriously interfere with salmon now spawning above the Wenatchee
River and below Grand Coulee Damo

The Foster Creek or Chief Joseph Dam, as proposed will be 172

feet high, and 7ri.ll be located approximately 51 miles below Coulee

Damo Since its location is above the mouth of the Okanogan River
and it yrill therefore have no effect on the present runs of fishj

those interested in salmon conservation on the Columbia have been
luianimous in asking that this dam be built before any of the others
proposed

o

There are fair runs of spring chinook salmon into the Area IIJ
streams with Nason Creek^ the Entiat and Methow rivers receiving the
largest number of fisho There are larger runs of summer chinook and
small rtins of fall chinook into all of the main streams and onto
spawning grounds in the main Columbia as wello Althoiigh it was known
that Indians formerly took salmon at spavming areas in the vicinity of

White BlijrfSi, and that as early as 1875 salmon were reported to sp^wn
on the gravelly beaches of the main river the extent of the utilization
of the main Columbia by spawning salmon was not definitely realized until
Mo (to Hanavan of the Fish and Wildlife Service made an aerial survey in
late October and early November 1946, and counted nearly 1,000 spawning
areas in use between the Snake and Okanogan River confluences « Silver
salmon formerly ran into several tributaries and were even taken com-
mercially near the mouths of the Snake and Yakima Rivers, but there are
presently only very small runs into the Yakima and Wenatchee RiT7,erSo Large
blueback runs into the Yakima system have been exterminated, and the Wenatchee
and Okanogan River Systems produce nearly all of the fish of this species now
remaining in the entire Columbia River systemo Steelhead trout ru»s were
once very large^ but are now greatly diminished in sizeo

Practically all of the accessible streams in Area III have besn
surveyede From these surveys it is conservatively estimated that there
are spawning areas available for approximately 800,000 salmon in tiie

tributaries and for at least 300^000 salmon in the main river between
Celilo Falls and Grand Coulee Dam. Spawning area for approximately 200,000
additional salmon could be provided if sustained summer flows were possible
in the tributaries, and removal of minor obstructions would make spawning
areas available for over 25„000 moreo





The early stream survejr findings in this area undoubtedly prompted

much of the screeninr programs that have been undertaken in the past

10 years o The Grand Coulee Fish-Maintenance Program (Fish and Hanavan,

1949) showed that the area can be utilizedo It therefore would appear

that—-if the next few years show that additional fish losses at MoNary
Dam are not too excessive--the fishery resources of this area should

be considered as one of the several important economic factors in any

plan for the complete development of the entire areas

Unless otherwise indicated, all field data presented were obtained
on the dates given for each accounto All temperatures are listed in
degrees Farenheito Due to the fact that there have been one or often
several chanp;es in ownership for many of the farms and smaller irrigation
ditches, it is impossible to bring the change of names for all ditc;iips up
to date, but in many cases the original names and common names are still
in use, and these were secured by the stream survey parties in the fieldo

Members of the stream survey parties who made observations on which
the following account is based, and the dates on v/hich the surveys were
mad© are given in cormection with the treatment of each stream,, For
convenience there is given here a complete list of all of these men
who were engaged in the survey of Area III; Co Ho Baltzoj C. Jo Do
Brown? Ro Eo Burrows s Fo Go Bryant^ Lo Ro Christyj Lo Eo Fultonj
Ho Ao Gangmarki Mo Go Hanavanj Fo Wo Jobes j Lo No Kolioen; Mo Co Lobell?
Mo Ko Mortonj Zo E«. Parkhurstj Ro Wo Petersoni R. Fo Shumanj A. Jo Suomelaj
and R« To Ifhiteleathero Information on certain stream conditions were also
furnished by Ro J. Holcomb, Ko G. Weber and G, A. Holland, formerly field-
men on the Yakima River systemj Mto A. Ao Gentry, Fisheries Management
Technician at the Leavenworth Stationj and Po A. Zimmer, formerly field
biologist of the Grand Coulee Fish Salvage Projecto Mr. A. Wo Haslam,
formerly Fish Screen Supervisor of the Vfashington State Fisheries Depart^
ment who assisted the author in rechecking the diversions and screens of
the Yakima River system in 1944 also furnished certain observations

o

COLIMBIA RIVER STRFAM SURVEY

PART 1

Area III, Exclusive of Sub-Areas

Introduction

There are few tributaries of any size in Area III other than the
five major streams which are covered in the Sub=Area reports. A
single exception is the Chelan River which is too steep for fish to
ascend for any distanceo The feason for the lack of streams in this
area is, of course, the small amount of precipitation in the Colimbia
Plateau east of the Cascade Range

o



In addition to the straams nientioned in this survey report there
ars appL'Oximatsly 25 creeks in the area which are direct tributaries

3f the C^jlonbla Rivero For the most part these have steep gradients,

and none of them ha? a year-round fiowo For these reasons they are of

no value to salmon.

The streams mentioned in this section of the report are of little

value to migratory fish„ ov/ing to their small sizeo
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The Stirvey

Main Columbia River .— (October-November, 1946; Barnaby and Hanavano)

The main stem of the Columbia River, within the confines of Area III, is

in addition to being a migration route of anadromous fish, a relatively
important spawning area, A careful evaluation of the area by the usual
methods is not possible owing to the size of the river. However aerial

surveys have shown that chinook salmon do utilize suitable gravels

throughout the 210 mile reach of the river from the mouth of the Snake
River to the confluence of the Okanogan River. It is probable that some

spawning also occurs in the main stem of the river downstream from the

confluence of the Snake River, but turbid water from the Snake River made
observations impossible dtoring the period of the survey.

1. Rock Creek .

2. Pine Creek .

3. Alder Creek .— (April 21, 1937; Hanavan and Lobell.) These

creeks are from 20 to 30 miles in length, and were flowing from 15 to 20

Cof.s. at the time of the survey. The stream g radients were relatively
steep, but there were a few good spawning areas in some sections. They

are populated by a few steelhead and native trout.

4. Yakima River .-- (See Part 2)

5» Crab Creek.

—

(inspected June 30, 1937; Baltzo and Jobes.)

Crab Creek originates at Big Springs at the foot of a 200 foot ridge south=>

east of Ephrata, Washington and flows south for several miles to enter the

upper end of Moses Lake. From Mosses Lake it continues south and flows

into Goose Lake reservoir. From the reservoir it flows south and west
some 50 miles to empty into the Columbia River near Beverly, Washington,
approximately 422 miles above the mouth of the Columbia and 30 miles
below Rock Island Dam.

There is another water course originating east of Davenport, Wash-
inton and flowing south and west thru a series of small lakes into Crab
Lake near Wilson Creek, Washington that is also shown on maps as Crab
Creek, but is more commonly referred to as "upper** Crab Creek. Some maps
even show drainage from Crab Lake into Soap Lake, which is located 7 miles
northeast of Ephrata, and is highly alkaline since it has no outlet. There

is no surface connection between this "upper** Crab Creek drainage and tha

"lower'* Crab Creek drainage, although many persons believe that undergrooiid

seepage from the former probably supplies the springs that feed ''lower'' Crab

Creek.

Moses Lake is 15 miles long, one mile wide and supports a population
of carp, bass, suckers, cyprinids and trout. At the time of the inspec=
tion, irrigation ditches were allowed to take a total of 40 c.f.s. from

upper Crab Creek, 33 c.f.s. from Moses Lake and 144 c.f.s from lower

Crab Creek. Three irrigation companies had the right to store excess water

12



in M'Sfls Lake above elevation I5O38 feeto One company had the right to

store Ip 312 acre feet of surplus water fTon lower Crab Creek in Goose Lake

Reservoiro Due to this irrig;ation use^ lower Crab Creek has an intermittent
fiowo It therefore is not used at present by salmon and steelheado

60 Qmi lomene Creek

o

7o Tekison Cresko

8» T&.rpiscan Creelg o

9o Colookum Creek

o

10

o

Stemilt Creek,

^*'' Sq'Jilloh'gc^ Creeko°° (April 22^ 1937.s Jobes and BaltzOo) All
of these creeks have intermittent flows due to the diversion of water for

irrigation purposes. None of them is of anyvralu® for asmdromoas fish©

12 o Wenatohee River, (§ee Part 3)

^^° Entiat River, (see Part 3)

-^'' Chelan Rive r , ° - (Inspected June 5, 1935| Suomela and Job©e«) The

Chelan River flows from Lake Chelan and enters the Columbia River 503 miles
above the mouth of the lattere It is only 4 miles long, but in that dis=
tance it drops 390 feet in a deep^ narrow^ caayon. Due to the steep grad-
ient and the fact that its flow is intermittent owing to the diversion of

water to a power plants it is of no value for anadromous fish,

15, Antoine Crg9ko-°°( June and October 1936i, and April and May^, 1937,
by Jobes and BaltloTT" Tr-ibutary to the Colvimbia 2 l/2 miles belcjw Aswell,
Washington^ this small stream has a constant flow in the upper wooded
reaches,, but its entire flaw is diverted for irrigation near its mouth,
and when observed it was dry for at least 1 mile upstream,

16, Methow River,"" (see Part 4)

17, Swamp Creek ,-"" (July 16, 1937s Jobes and Baltso,) This creek
enters the Columbia between the Methow and Okanogan Rivers, It is over
IE miles long, but is intermittent and has so small a flow that there is

not even iriiough water to adequately irrigate the land near its mq^bh on
Brewster Flats,

I80 Okanogan River,-- (see Part 4)

19o Fo3ter_ Creek,— (July 16, 1937j Jobes and Baltso,) Foster
Creek enterFTns CoI-iJanbia River near Bridgeport, Washington, approximately
555 miles above the mouth of the ColxDiftbia and 9 miles above the confluence



(*.«»»;*

Figure 3.— S\ib-Area Yakima River System
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Figure 4.-- IrrigRtion ditches from the Yakima River crossing
the Terrace Heights Wasteway of the Roza Canal near
Yakima, liVashington. Crossing from top to bottom are:
Roza Canal; Selah - Moxee Canal; Highway bridge; Ray
Slavin Branch of the Moxee Ditch; Middy Branch of the
Moxee Ditch; Union Gap Ditch,
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of the Okanogan Rivero It is over 10 miles long and has three forks abovs

the lower 2 miles o During the summer all of the stream flow is diverted.,,

leaving the lower water course dry. This creek is of no value for ans=-

dromous fisho

20c Wespelem River c-- (April 26, 1937g Jobes and BaltzOo) This

streajn joins the Columbia approximately 15 miles below Grand 'Coulee Damo

It is 25 miles long and flows through a narrow canyon in a rugged hilly
areao The watershed is typically arid, and the gradient is moderate to

steep. During the spring high-water period the Columbia River backs up
into the ^espelem for over ZOO yards© The stream flow was measured at
38 CofoS There is an 8 foot falls 2,100 yards above the mouth that is

passable to fish only vrith considerable di:f^ficulty. There is an impass =

able 15 foot high falls 50 yards above, and the survey was concluded at
a 55 foot falls located 2 50 yards farther up stream. Two steelhead were
seen below the falls, but ho salmon runs are reported. There is little
spawning area below the falls, and the stream is of little value as a

fish producer.

PART 2

YAKIMA RIVER SYSTEM

Introduction

The Yakima River is one of the largest tributaries of the Columbia
River© Its drainage area is 5,000 square mileso Prior to the settla<=

ment and development of the Yakima Valley this river system was unquestion^
ably a tremendous fish producer, owing to the extensive spawning and rearing
areas for chinook, silver, and blueback salmon as well as steeslhead troutw

The construction of irrigation dams made large sections of spawning
area inaccessible and resulted in the extermination of the 'bluebaci: salmon
populations. The extensive diversions of water for irrigation resulted
in such serious losses of dovmstream migrating fingerlings that the aban=
dance level of the runs decreased to only a fraction of their former sise.

In addition to the losses of fingerlings down unscreened diversions there
was a loss of both seaward migrants and adults as a result of low flows
caused by the diversion of water.

Within the past two decades all of the major and many of the minor
diversions have been s creened, and some attempt has been made to provide
increased flows through release of stored water during critical periods of

fish migrationo Because of this screening program put into effect by the

State and Federal fishery agencies, the Yakima is still an important fish
producer, and has considerable potential value.
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The Survey

4o Yakima Rivsr.— (Surveyed at various times, 1936-1947;

Hanavan, Baltzo, Whiteleather, Parkhurst, Morton, Bryant, Fulton^ and

Gangnark)

.

The Yakima River originates at Lake Keechelus on the east side of

Snoqualamie Pass in the Cascade mountains, at an elevation of 2,460 feeto

It flows 198 miles to Join the Columbia River approximately 335 miles
above the mouth of the latter and 10 miles above the confluence of the

Snake Rivero The main river has a total bottom area of over 22,000,000
square yards, of which only 6 percent was large rubble, 36 percent was
mud and sand, and the remaining 58 percent or approximately 13,000,000
Square yards was medium and small rubble,, Thd gradient is slight,
averaging only 11 feettper milee The river flow is regulated by several
resejrvoirs » Water storage is started in the impoundments at the con=
elusion of the irrigation season/ usually in Octobero In 1943, the

flow at Kiona, 29 miles above the mouth of the Yakima, varied from 1,300
CofoSo in mid October to 13,200 cef oSo in mid Aprilo The maximum re^
corded discharge at this point was 71,100 OofoSe on December 2 3, 1933j, and
the minimum was 105 Cof oSo on September 11, 1906«

In the lower 29 miles, from the river mouth to Kiona, Washington
there are excellent riffles and good pools » Most salmon have a tendency
to ascend farther upstream and this area is seldom used except by a few fall=

r\jn fisho Summer temperatures are often high in this section of the Yakimaj,

frequently reaching 80° Fe

In the next 16 miles from Kiona to Prosser Dam the river flows through
a narrow valleyo Here the current is fairly swift and there is little spawn=

ing areao

From Prosser up to the city of Yakima, Washington, a distance of

50 miles, the valley is wide and fairly flato The gradient is low, the

current is slight, the water is deep, (particularly below Granger) and

the bottom is usually covered with silt and algae o There are few &pawri=

ing riffles in tMs reach of the river that are satisfactory for salmon,

and during the simmer months the water is often too warm for salmon to

tolerate for any length of timec

For most of the 40 mile distance between Yeikima and EileiXsb'Lirg

the river is in a deep oanyoh where the current is fas to There are only

a few good spawning riffles in this section.

The 47 mile reach from Ellensburg to Easton Dam oontains the best
and most frequently used spawning areas of the entire river. The

temperatures are satisfactory, and there are good spawning riffles,

7he construction of Roza Dam (see page 24) enabled counts on the

escapement to the upper Yakima to be made after 1940* The counts on

spring Chinook at this dam for each of the years from 1940 to 1947

inolusive were as follows^ 1011, 239, 521, 689, 242, 447, 989 and
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2,645. These counts were usually made between mid May and Late July,

and represent the preater ma;iority of but not all of the fish that pass
above the dem. The peak of the spring chinook run is reached in June.

In 1944 and 1947 observations were also made on the fall runs passing
over the dam, and counts of 51 chinook and 774 silver salmon were obtained
in 1944, and 29 chinook and 1943 silver salmon in 1947. The peak of the

silver salmon run was reached in early October, the largest daily count
in 1947 being 144 fish on October 4tho

The main hazard to fish life in this upper section is the reduction
in river flow, owing to storage of water in the reservoirs, during the fall

and winter months. This can, of course, seriously interfere with any
existing spawning activities of salmon, and frequently results in the loss

of eggs already deposited.

Some spawning area is present above Easton Dam, but is virtually
unused by anadromous fish. Although the dam is provided with a fish
ladder, it has a relatively high gradient and several other faults and
consequently very few fish ascend the ladder. Easton Dam is in effect,
therefore the upstream limit of anadromous fish migration in the Yakima
River.

The individual dams and diversions on the main Yakima are discussed
briefly in the following paragraphs.)

Richland or Horn Rapids Diversion Dam is located 18 miles upstream
from the mouth of the Yakima River. It is of timber construction, 600
feet in length, and drops in 4 steps, each approximately 15 to 18 inches

in height, with 4 to 6 foot wide aprons between the drops. These aprons

prevent fish from jumping over the dam during low waters periods when
there is very little flow, but fish can easily pass over the structure
during periods of high water. In recent years two fish ladders have

been built, one near the center and one at the north end of the dam.

Flash boards are used occasionally during the irrigation season, and
on at least one occasion even the fish ladders were found to have been
boarded up, a practice that should not be permitted in the future

o

Columbia or Kennewick Ditch takes off at the south end of the

Richland Dam. This irrigation canal has a c&pacity of 325 CefoSo, and
was screened in 1938

»

Richland Ditch takes off at the north end of the Richland Dam, and
has a capacity of 300 c.f oS» It was ^screened in 1938o

Kiona Ditch takes off on the north bank of the Yakima River 38 miles
upstream. It has a capacity of 40 cof.Soj, and was screened at a point
1 mile below the head of the ditch in 1938o The screen by-pass leads
to a slough-like side channel on the main river.

Gibbon Station Diversion Ditch takes off on the south bank approxi-
mately~35~mrTes~upstreamI
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?ros3er Pov?er Dam is located 45 miles up the Yakima River. It is
built of concrete^ is 768 feet long, 8 feet high, and spills onto a
rock lodge that is crossed by many small shallow channels in v;hich

Indians fish for salmon durinf^ low water periods, A centrnl three step
fish ladder built in 1930 by the Washington State Department of Fisheries
is effective at higher water levels but has a poor approach through shallow
ledge rock channels that makes it less effective at low vrator stages.

A new ladder, very much needed, has been considered and should be
located at the head of the deepest channels near the south banko

Prosser Poi\rer Canal takes off at the north end of Pressor Dam. It
has a capacity of 1^ 150 c.f.s. and leads to a pov/erhouse located about a
mile below the headgateso The water from the powerhouse is returned
directly to the rivor. The Bureau of Reclamation acqu'red this property,
including the dam^ from a former power company and rebuilt the head gate
structure in 1932, The power generated is used to pump water from the
Columbia ditch onto 4,268 acres of Kennewick project, vrith surplus power
being sold to a private pov/er company. The ditch is adequately protected
by a battery of huge rotary screens, located a few hundred yards below
the head of the ditch, operated by the Fish and Wildlife Service. An
underground by-pass returns fish to the river.

Kirkwood Ditch takes off on the south bank 79 miles upstream. It is

m the Yakima Indian Reservation and has not been used during the past
few years o

Snipes and Allen Ditch takes off on the north bank 83 miles upstream,
has a capacity of 35 c.f.s., and was screened in 1938.

Flint Ditch takes off about 500 feet above the Snipes and Allen
Ditch on the north bank. It has a small pumping station and is protected
by a panel screeno

Sunnys i de Dam located approximately 88 miles above the mouth of
the Yakima River and 5 miles below Union Gap, Y/ashington, was built in
1906-1907 by the Bureau of Reclamation. It is a concrete structure
500 feet long and 8 feet high, equipped with three fishways, one at
each side and one at the center. At the present time only the center
fishway is operated,' The Yakima Indian Reservation borders the west
bank of the stream in this area, and the Indians fish for salmon and
steelhead immediately below the dam.

Sunnys ide Canal takes off on the east bank at the Sunn;y^ide Dam.
It has a capacity of 1.250 c.fcS. and runs for 60 miles down the east
side of the Yakima Valleyo For over 20 years this diversion was unpro-
tected and it is probable that during this time more fish entered this
canal and perished than in any other diversion from the Yakima River.

In 1929 and 1930 electric fish screens were installed at the head
of the ditcho In 1935 a battery of eight rotary screens v;as installed^
In 1939 these were rebuilt and improved with two more units being added,
making the present battery of ten rotary screens v;hich successfully
prevents the loss of the downstream migrants

.
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Old Indian or Old Reservation Canal takes off on the west bank of

a side channel in the Yakima River approximately one --half mile above the

Siamjrside Damo It is reported to carry about 200 cf oS during the

irrigation season, and a small flow is maintained durinp, the rest of the

year to water stock on the Yakima Indian Reservation- The diversion was
apparently unprotected prior to 1930 when an experimental electric fish
screen was installed at the head of the canal o This was later replaced

by a 1/2* spaced bar screen, which provides some protection to fish*

Tha Wapato Diversion Dams are located approximately 91 miles up
the Yakimaj, and were built in 1917o There is a 9 foot high concrete
dam across the east channel^ and another dam across a west side channel,

both being flanked by long earth dikes „ In 1930 a ladder was built in

the center of the east=channel damo A second ladder was later constructed
at the west end of the same dam^ but it appears to lack attraction for fisho
The dam across the east channel is not equipped with a fishway. The Yakima
Indian Reservation borders the river in this area and Indians fish for
salmon and steelhead below these daraSo

Wapato Canal_ of the Uo So Indian Irrigation Service takes off from
the west bank above the west channel dam, and has a capacity of 2,000 CofoS.
It was unscreened prior to 1929 when an electric fish screen was installedo

In 1939 the present battery of ten rotary screens was installed at a point
one-half mile below the take-off

o

Richartz Ditch takes off on the east bank approximately 98 miles
upstream,, between the Moxee and the Yakima highway brj.dges« It is

ecfuipped with a rotary drum screeno

Union frap Ditch takes off from a side channel 99 miles upstream and
less than a. mile above the Yakima highway bridge. It has a capacity of 71
Cof oS and has a new rotary screen located a short distance below the take-
off, with a by-pass for fish emptying directly into the Terrace Heights
Wasteway of the Roza Canal

»

MoxeeDitch takes off immediately above the Union Gap Ditch and
has a capacity of at least 24 CofoS A headgate and a rotary drxm soreen
are located a short distance below the take-off before the ditch crosses
the Terrace Heights Wastewiayo The canal below the screens is usually re-
ferred to as the Ray Slavin Branch , and runs for se:fe-eral miles down the
valley to irrigate farms in the vicinity of Moxee, Washingtono Two short
by=pas8 cliannels from the Moxee Ditch, one from in front of the headgates
and the other from in front of the rotary screen, Join immediately and
form the Middy Branch of the Moxee Canal o This is now protected by a new
rotary screen located a few yards below, with a fish by-pass leading
directly into the Terrace Heights Wastewavo The Middy Branch crosses the

Terrace Heights Wasteway and supplies the Hubbard , Granger , Bott #1 and
the Normandin ditches, and then empties any remaining water into the
RioKiBirtz Ditch at a point just abosre the rotary screens in the latter
canal

o
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Cascade LtJmber Company Ditch takes off on the west hank b elow the

Fourth Avenue bridge in the city of Yakima o It leads to two mill ponds,

from which a channel returns the water to the river. This ditch or flume

is not being used at present^ the water for the mill now being supplied by

a branch of the Old Union Ditch from the Naches River.

Taylor Ditch takes off on the west bank approximately 2 miles above

the town of Selah, Washington and has a capacity of 27 c.f.s A rock wing
dam shxrnts water into the ditch, which was screened in 1938,

Pomona Dam of which only remnants are left, is located approximately
106 miles above the mouth of the Yakima River and midway between the mouths

of Wenas and Selah Creeks o This dam was built so long ago that it is

difficult to obtain data on it. The structure is now owned by the Cascade

Lumber Company of Yakima, Washington, who report that they bought it from

the Yakima Boom Company in 1919., They further state that the dam was

evidently built to store water which was used to float logs down the Yakima
River to the saw mills. The dam has not been in use for over 30 years

»

Older residents along the river have stated that this dam together with the

Sunnyside Dam (before it was laddered) were important factors in the early
decrease in the numbers of fish in the Yakima River because both structures

blocked part of the runs from their former spawning grounds for many years,

Selah-Moxee Canal takes off on the east bank approximately 108 miles
upstream. It has a capacity of 140 c.f»s and was screened in 1938o

Roza Dam locate^ approximately 115 miles upstream is one of the

more recent structures on the Yakima River, having been built in 1940 by
the Bureau of Reclamation. It is a concrete structure having a crest length
of 220 feet and a drop of over 20 feet. A fish ladder is located at the

east end of the dam.

Roza Canal takes off at the west end of Roza Dam and has a capacity
of over 2,200 c.foS It is fully equipped with a battery of six rotary drum
screens at the upper end of the canal

»

Stein-McLeod Ditch takes off on the east side 133 miles upstxeam,
and is supplied with water by a diesel operated pump. The intsJce is

protected by a panel screen.

The Stone-McGaff Ditch System takes off from a small side channel
135 172 miles upstream. The ditch loops for about one-half mile and is

joined by a drainage ditch before it returns to the river. The five
lateral diversions are equipped with screens which force fish to con-

tinue on through the main ditch back to the river.

The Demon Mill Ditch originally took off from above a log wing dam

on the west bank of the river 136 1/2 miles upstream. It had a capacity of

12 CofoSo, and passed through a conduit under a dyke and supplied several
small irrigation ditches, as well as the mill. Several years ago the mill
was torn down, the dam was removed, and the ditches are now supplied by a

new intake located one-half mile downstream. The intake and the small

laterals are unscreened.
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The Griilrod-Doughty Ditch takes off on the east bank 137 l/2 miles
upstream and above the lower Ellensburg Bridge. It has a capacity of 34

c«f oSo, and was screened in 1938o

The 'Reed Ditch takes off on the north bank 140 miles upstream and
above a wing dam that is sometimes extended entirely across the stream©
Its capacity is 5 CofoSo^ and it has been screened.

The Ellensburg Power Canal take-off is located about 144 miles upstream,
and has a capacity of 612 oof.Se Screens have been made for the canal, but
have not been installed.

The EllensbiH'g Dam is located 144 miles upstreamo It is a concrete
structure having a 4 foot drop onto an aprono Provision is made for the

use of flash boards during low water periods, at which times the dam is

impassable to fish.

The Old Town Irrigation Canal take-off is located at the north sr.d

of the Ellensburg Dam, and normally diverts 174 c.foS, A short distance
below the intake the canal branches to supply the Olson Irrigation Canal <>

Both canals were screened in 1939.

The Mills Power Dan is located 146 l/2 miles up the Yakima Rivero The

dam is built of planks laid at a 45 degree angle to the stream bed and
has a drop of 2 l/2 feeto It is reported to be a possible barrier during

low water periodso

The Mills Power Canal takes off onth* s6«th b«nk of ±h« rivissp ab6-98 th*

damo It has a capacitj'' of 112 c.f.s, and is not screened.

The Westside Irrigation Company Canal takes off on the south bank

148 1/E miles upstreeon, and has a capacity of 112 ccf.s. Itvas screened
in 1938.

The Ellison Ditch takes off near the Wests ide Canal, and has a capacity
of 20 c.foSo It was screened in 1938.

The Garrison Ditch takes off above a wing dam on the north bank of a

side channel 150 miles upstream. It was diverting 37 c.f.So when examined,

and was screened in 1941.

The Cascade Canal takes off on the north bank 152 miles upstream, and
has a capacity of 140 o.f.s. Itvas screened in 1938.

The Swauk Creek Irrigation Ditch takes off on the north bank 158 miles
upstream, and is supplied by a 25 foot high paddle-wheel dipper or noria.

Since noria dip downstream they seldom capture fish, and therefore the

canal does not require screening.

The 0' Conner Ditch takes off above a log and brush wing dam on the

north bank of a side channel 162 miles upstream, and has a capacity of

15 c.f.s It has been screened.
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The Fi&^e,T Ditc h takes off a short distance above the O'Connor Ditch,
and diverts about 6 "cof nS It is screenedo

The JojXigST or CleEl'jm Tovm Ditch takes off on the north bank 184
miles upstream and diverts approximately 15 CofoSD It has been soreensd
in fcne past few years

o

The Eas tion Dam is located just above the town of Easton^ Washington,,

and approximately 186 miles above the mouth of the Yakima River* It is a

ooncrete structure built in 1929 and has a crest lenj^th of 248 feet and a

drop of about 60 fee to It has a 20 pool fish ladder on the north siAm
that is reported to be kept in operation only during, the irri{',ation L^ea^one

During the winter months such discharge as is permitted is from two ap3r=
trares at the base of the dam, and the dam is then a barrier to f isho Tha
fish ladder is steep and not a particularly good one, the pools being small
for salmon passage » The drops between the pools are high, requiring fish
to J'.jmp from one pool to another, and fish occasionally have observed to

jianp completely out of the ladder. This fishway should be rebuilt so that
it will operate effectivelyo A few salmon have been seen above the dam by
survey parties j, and fish have been reported passing the dam on several
oocasloni. o

The Kittitas Diversion Canal more popularly known as the High Line
Canal^ takes off at the south end of the Eas ton Dam but latei' oTossei. 'the

Yakima River' in the vicinity of Horlick, Vfashingtono It diverted 50C oof«s
in i929„ 1,080 cfoSo in 1936, and over 1,300 cfoS after 1937« Its total
length is 76 miles o It is protected by a stationary one-half inch spaced
bar screened at the intake™

The Lake Keechelus High Control Dam is located 198 miles above the
mouth of the Yakima Riverj, and approximately 12 miles above Eas ton Damo
It is a rock faced, earth and gravel fill dam, 70 feet high, with a

crest length of 6,500 fee to Water from above the dam is normally spilled
through a conduit or tionnel 12 feet wide, and hence the dam is impassable
to fisho There were originally two small lakes at this site that were
accessible to fish and supported a blueback population« Storage first
began above a crib dam in 1906, and above the present dam in 1914, although
the reservoir was not completely filled until 1920* Because of the great
fluctuation m the water level, sometimes over 60 feet, a fish ladder over

this dam has not been considered practical

«

Tributaries of the Yakima River are discussed in upstream order in

the following accounts s

4Ao Satgs Creeko -"- (November 16 to 19, 1935 s Shuman and White lea there)
Ihis stream originates in the Horse Heaven Hills and flows northeast for
50 miles to join the Yakima River near Mabton, Wpshington, 30 mile.3 up=
streamo The lower 41 miles were surveyed* The entire stream is in the

Yakima Indian Reservation, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs records list

a minimum flow in the fall of 22 to 2 7 c»f oS, and a maximum spring flow

of 348 CofoSo The mid-section of the stream is often quite shallow in the
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summer months » The gradient is slight in the lower 37 miles,

but the remainder of the stream is fairly steepc The waterGOtemperature was 35 to 46 F„„ but summer temperatures are
reported to be higho It had 7 unscreened irrigation diversions
and 5 dams, as follov/s s

An Indian Service concrete dam 9 l/S miles upstream has a drop
of 14 inches o This dam is usually passable to fisho

fhe Indian Service Irrigation Canal takes off at the north
end of the dam and has a capacity of 110 CofoSo It is not
screened at present.

The Shearer Irrigation Canal takes off on the south bank 11

miles upstream and above a brush dam that v:as not considered a

barrier at the time it was inspected^ The canal has a capacity of
10 c.foSo, is Tjnscreened, and is reported to be used only during
water periods.

A small, unscreenedj irrigation ^ditch 4 feet wide takes off on

the north bank 12 1/2 miles upstream but v/as not in use when inspectedo

An unscreened irrigation ditch 6 feet wide takes off on the north
bank 13 miles upstream above a 2 foot high log and rock dam. The

passability of the dam is questionable at low water stages.

A similar unscreened ditch takes off on the north bank 26 l/2 miles
upstream, above a low rock diversion dam.

The Satus Stock Ranch Irrigation Ditch takes off above a rook wing
dam on the south bank 27 miles upstream. It is 10 feet wide and im-
screened.

An unscreened irrigation ditch 6 feet wide takes off from the south
bank 30 miles upstream. It is supplied by a rock diversion dam 2 l/2

feet high that is believed to be a low water barrier.

A log and rock debris slide 4 to 5 feet high and 100 feet long
40 1/2 miles upstream is believed to be a low water barrier.

The stream bed in the lower 6 miles of Satus Creek consists
mainly of mud and sand. The remainder of the stream possesses
considerable spawning area, which is often inaccessible and unusable
because of irrigation demands ^ Steelhead and salmon were reported
to have rtm into this creek prior to 1910, but there are few, if any,

at the present time.

With the exception of Logy Creek, none of the tributaries of Satus
Creek have a sufficient flow in the fall months to provide for salmon
runs.
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4A-(1)» Logy Creek.— (May 1 to 4, 19o7s Hanavan and Lobell.)

This tributary enters Satus Creek 24 miles upstream and is 27 miles

long. The lower 2.2 miles were surveyed, and the next 11 miles in-

spected. The observed flow vras 18 to 20 c.f.Sej but the creek is

reported to be dry occasionally near its mouth during the late

summer months. Otherwise there would be some suitable spawning
area in the lower 3 l/2 miles. The remainder of the stream is

fairly steep, and an impassable falls 15 feet high was found 14

miles upstream.

4B. Toppenish Creek.— (Inspected April 29, 1937 i Hanavan k Lobell.)

This stream is approximately 60 miles long, entering the Yakima 68 miles
upstream just below Granger, Washington. In the lower 25 miles, up to

the confluence of Simcoe Creek, it flows through a flat swampy section
where it serves as a drainage canal. In the next 10 mileSj up to a

dam 4 feet high the stream is diverted into many small channels for
irrigation purposes. These channels have considerable good spawning
area, but one or another of them are reported to be dry at intervals

during the summer. The dam has a crest of 40 feet, and when inspected
had a 6 inch flow of water over it, but diH-ing the summer irrigation
period the entire flow is reported to be diverted into a large ditch
at the dam. The remaining 25 miles of stream above the dam maintains
a flow of water throughout the year, and has good spawning areas. A
small run of steelhead is reported to enter the stream, and to pass

over the dam during the period of high -vmter. The stream is of little
present value to salmon. Rainbow trout ere reported to be numerous.
The stream is entirely within the Indian Reservation, and Indians

customarily take fish at the dam.

4C« Ahtantmi Creek »-«- (October 20 and November 8-13, 1935

1

Vfhiteleather and Shianan.) This creek Joins the Yakima 94 miles
upstream near Union Gap, Washington, and was surveyed for a distance
of 21 1/2 miles to the confluence of the North and South Forks. The

stream is bordered by the Yakima Indian Reservation on the south
bank, and hence is subject to Indian fishinge The gradient is slight
to moderate. The gradient in the lower 8 l/Z miles is slight, the
bottom having a large amount of mud and sand with only occasional
spawning riffles. There is a concrete dam 3 l/2 feet high 17 miles
upstream that diverts water into an artificial side channel called
Hatton Creek , and l/4 mile farther upstream a second and similar
dam diverts into another channel called Bachelor Creek. Water is

shifted back and forth between these three channels, any of which
may be dry or nearly so during the summer and fall months.

The main stream channel has 2 3 irrigation diversions, many of
which have low earth, rock, or board dams, but no fishways, and are
barriers at low water stages. The only diversion that is screened
is the Indian Service Diversion Canal 18 l/2 miles upstream, which
has a maximim capacity of 70 c.f.s., but is allovied to take only
one-fourth the stream flow when the latter drops below 100 c.f.s.
diB canal was screened by the Bureau of Fisheries (predecessor
of the Fish and Wildlife Service) in 1929.
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The Hatton or Hollow Creek Channol is 10 miles lonp, and returns

to main Ahtanum Creek 7 1/2 miles above the mouth of the latter. It

has 33 unscreened diversions and several low dams, one of which is

located only 200 yards above the return to Ahtanum Greek and is a

definite barrier to fisho Due to this barrier and to the fact that

the regulated flow is so intermittent^ none of the spewning area in

this channel is of value.

The Bachelor Creek Channel is over 17 miles long and returns at

a point 2 o6 -miles above the mouth of Ahtanum Creek, It has 38 un-

screened diversions and several low diversion dams, one of which,,

located 2 miles upstream, is a low water barrier. The water fluctu-

ation in this channel also makes it unusable to salmon..

Ahtanum Creek formerly had good runs of salmon and steelhead.

The only fish still reported to enter the stream are s. few chinook

in the lower 2.6 miles belov/ the Baohelor Creek channel during high

water periods.

4C-(l)o North Fork of Ahtanum Creek . °° (November 13 and 14, 1935

and September 30, 1936 i Shuman and Whiteleather. ) This stream is 20

miles longj the lov^er 13.2 miles having been surveyed. It is inaccessi =

ble and therefore of no value to anadromous fish. The flow from late

July to the following winter is usually from 12 to 45 c.f.s. and during

the spring runoff is usually from 125 to 275 c.f.s. The stream is

sluggish in the lower 3 miles and flows in several channels on which

there are occasional beaver dams. The remainder of the stream has

many good riffles with suitable spawning area. There are 5 unscreened

diversions, and a diversion dam 4 feet high 1 l/2 miles upstream is a

low water barrier. Rainbow and cutthroat trout were reported.

4C-(2)o South Fork of Ahtanum Creek.— (November 14, 1935s
Shuman and Whiteleather. ) This stream is 13 miles long, 5.3 miles

having been surveyed. It is inaccessible to anadromous fish. The

usual flow is from 5 to 20 Ccf.s« with about 90 c.f.s » during the

spring runoff. The gredient is fairsly uniform and there were many
small riffles. There are 6 unscreened diversions, 2 being above

small brush dams that are probably not barriers. Prior to 1900,

salmon ascended at least the lower 2 miles of this stream, but none

have been reported sincse then.

4D. Naches River . ^° (July 16-2 3, 1935, and July-August, 1936;

Hanavan, Whiteleather, and Burrows,) The Naches is the largest tribu-

tary of the Yakima River extending approximately 51 miles to the conflu-

ence of the North and South Forks, It joins the Yakima River 101 miles

above the mouth at a point just above the City of Yakima, Washing ton

»

It was all survyed. The gradient is moderate, the river having cut

a deep valley from its headwaters on the slopes of Mto Rainiero The

stream flow now fluctuates less than formerly, es it is partially reg-

ulated by the Tieton and Bimping Lake reservoirs. The spring runoff,

fed by melting snows on Jft. Rainier and the adjacent Cascade slopes, occurs

between late March and mid June, the flow usually being between 1,000
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to 2 J 200 Cofo>5o From August until December, during the fall spawning
period, the flow is generally between 75 and 500 c«foSo During the

period of low water in late summer the water temperature may exceed
70 Po except in the upper watershedo

In the lower 17 mileB;, below the Tieton River^ the stream flows
through a broad valley that is bordered by semi -arid slopes, except
for the irrigated traotSo Here there is C'-Sva; i:naliy mere than one
channej., but the salmon usually pass over the available spawning
grounds in preference for those in the cooler headwaters o The
valley abore is considerably narrower and is bordered by steep
moderately wooded slopes o The mid^section of the river has many
large, clear^, deep resting pools, and riffle areas are frequento
There are extensive suitable spawning areas in the middle and upper
sections, and the river formerly supported large runs o A few spring
and summer chiiiook salmon and steelhead trout still enter the Naches
and its uppsr tributaries to spawn <,

The only natural obstruction to fish is an 8 foot cascade located
1 mile above the Crow Creek tx^aii bridgej, about 45 miles up the river

o

This is difficult for fish to pass during periods of low water. The

main obstacles to fish are the shallow or dry sections enoo-untered at
the height of the irrigation season, flashboards and downstreaai aprons
at several of the diversion damSp and superior attractions at one or
two diversion returns

o

The Old Union Irrigation Ditch takes off from the south bank i

miles a'bove the mouth of~THe Teaches River o It is one of the first
ditches buiit in the Yakima River system, has a capacity of 56 cofoS,,
and was screened in 1938 » In recent years it has been enlarged to

fxirnish water to the Cascade Lumber COo mill pond in Yakimaj, the
surplus being by=passed directly to the Yakima Rivero It is there^
fore operated throughout the year, although the screens are taken
out at the end of the irrigation season and remain out all winter©

The Fruitvale Diversion Ditch takes off from the south bank 3

mile3~upstreamo It lias a capacity of 110 CofoSo, and was screened
1/3 mile below the intake in 1938o A gravel and rock dam built along
the side of the river leads water to the intake and also shxmts most
of the water of lower Cofwlohe Creek into this canal

o

Tne Naches -Cowiche Irrigation Dam located 3 l/2 miles upstream
is a low concrete dam with an initial~drop of 3 feet onto a 15 foot
wide apron, and a second drop of 2 or 3 feet to the river belowo A
fishway i-s present at the south end of the damo Flashboards are

usually used during the irrigation season, and have at times been
placed across the upper end of the fishway as well. At such times

the St.' -cture is a barrier to fish»

The Naohea-Qowicha Irrigation Ditch takes off at the south end of

the dam and has a capacity of 5o oofosT" It was screened in 1938

o
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The Yakima Irrigation Canal takes off at the dam and runs to a

concrete settling; basin located beside the hip;hway a short distance
below. The outlet of the settling, basin is screened v;ith fine raesh

panel screens, and the by-pass empties into lov;er Cov/iche Creek,
The ditch then runs to the 'City of Yakima.

The Schuller-rjodenbf'ck Ditch takes off from a side channel 5 l/2
miles upstream, has a capacity of 6 c.f oS, This ditch is screened.

The Chapman and Nelson Ditch takes off from a side channel 6

miles upstream, has a capacity.'- of 32 c.f.s., and is screened.

The HcCormick and Lon.fc Ditch takes off from above a piled
rock wing dam on the north bank 6 l/2 miles upstream. It has a
capacity of 4 l/2 c.f.s., and is unscreened. Due to its small
size, there are probably fev; fish lost in it.

The White end Leach Ditch takes off from a side channel 7 l/2

miles upstrean^ has a capacity of 6 c.f.s., and is unscreened. The

entire side channel flow is diverted into this ditch.

The Congdon Irrigation Ditch takes off from a side Channel one-
four tTriniTi~Tbove~the~l?Fn"te~aTiT~Leach Ditch and opposite the town
of Naches, Washington. A 60 foot long wing dam on the main channel
diverts water to the side channel, which is dammed at the ditch
intake. This ditch has a capacity of 60 c.f.s., and has one of the
first rotary screens ever to be installed in the state.

The Morrisey Ditch takes off from the north bank 8 miles upstream.
It diverts 8 c.f.s., and is screened.

The Gleed Irrigation Ditch takes off from the north bank above a
low concrete wing dam 8 l/2 miles upstream. It has a capacity of 78
c.f.s,, and was screened in 1938,

The Scott Channel Diversions .—A rip-rap wing dam 9 l/2 miles
upstream diverts v/ater into an artifical side channel known as the
Scott Channel. From this channel the follov/ing irrigation ditches
take off: The Lower Scott , La Fortune , Upper Scott, Powell ,^1,

Powell IfZ , and Basket Ford (sometimes known as the Maches Mill
Ditch) , Each of these ditclies has a capacity of 16 to 27 c.f.s.
They were screened in 1938,

The Kelley and Lo-ery Ditch takes off from the north bank nearly
opposite the Scott Channel Diversion. It divides into two separate
ditches, each having a capacity of 20 c.f.s. Both were screened in
1938.

The Foster-Naches Ditch takes off from the south bank 10 l/t miles
upstream and has a capacity of 9 c.f.s. This ditch is screened.
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Tiis Clark Ditoh takes off from the north bank 11 miles

apstreajiip ?\as a capacity of 12 c»f oS, and was screened in 1938.

The Wapatox Pcwer and Irrigation Canal takes off from the

north""ba;nk 16 miles -aps-iireaii,, "and is the^largest and most important

dive:rsion on the Nachss Rivero It has a capacity of 565 OofoSoj of

which £00 oofoSu is used for power and the rest for irrigationo A
loir looss rock dam usually diverts most of the river at this pointp

and should he provided with a definite passageway for fish, and a

XA.;;able channel approach should be maintained below the damo

The diversion was first protected by an electric screen installed
by the Pacific Power and Light Company in 1930* A battery of rotary
screens p located about one-fourth mile below the intake, was installed
by 1938,

The canal rims for nearly 7 miles to two power plants o The power
wheels are supplied by penstocks from the canal and operate with a

head of approximately 100 feeto

The water from the power plant flows back into the Uaches River at

a point j^ust above the Gleed Ditch take-off o Since the flow from tMs
tailrace canal is usually considerably greater than the flow in the

river at this point, it has a greater attraction to upstream migrating
salmon and steelhead, which have been reported to ascend futiley to

the power planto

The Selah^Naches Canal takes off from the north bank of a side

channeT~IT^STeT~upiTreamT' It has a capacity of 136 cofoSsp and was

screened in 1938c The Washington State Fisheries Deparfenent operates a

fish t^'ap in the screen by-pass to check on the downstream migration of

fingerlingSo At times of low water a lowp rubble diversion dam is often

constructed across the entire river to divert water into this canal*

ftiQ Yakima Water Works Dam located 18 miles upstream is composed
of a^series of concrete abutments 3 to 5 feet high that have a provision
for the use of flashboards during low water periods o A fishway is present
at the north end of the dam.

The Yakima Water Works Canal (Inspected March ISj 1944) takes off '

from the north bank some 20 feet above the dam. A small concrete wing
extends diagonally downstream from just above the intake and serves to

shixat debris away from the canal » Downstream migrating fish also are

apparently shunted out into the stream emd few fish make the reverse
turn baok into the canal mouth, but continue on either over the low
dam or through the fishway. This is in effect a "Reverse Intake**, and

it is certainly less hazardous to fingerlings than the conventional
type di diversion. The canal leads to a series of settling basins from

which the water is filtered through the ground to be picked up by a

perforated pipe gallery. Since it is impossible for fish to get into
the water mains, the diversion does not need to be screened, as any fish
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reaching the settling basins pass out through an overflow and drain
pipe leading back to the rivero The latter route could doubtless be

improved as a fish passage, but only a few fish have ever been observed
in the settling ponds.

The Krober Ditch takes off from the north bank 21 l/2 miles upstream
near a steel bridge o It diverts 2-3 c.f.s, and is not screened.

The Meloy (or Melog) Ditch takes off from the south bank 22 miles
upstream. It has a capacity of 4 c«f«s» and is not screened.

The Griffin Ditch takes off from the south bank 24 miles upstreamo
It has a capacity of 4 c.f.s. and was screened in 1938.

The Stevens or Scott-Stevens Ditch takes off from the north bank
of a side channel 24 1/2 miles upstream. It has a capacity of 13 c.f.s.,
and is screened some distance below the intake. The by-pass ife often
blocked by beaver dajns and trash, requiring freauent inspection and
cleaning.

The Frederick and Hunting Ditch takes off from the north bank 25

miles upstream just above the bridge to the Rattlesnake Creek Guard
Station. It diverts 7 c.f.s. and is screened l/4 mile below the

intake •

The Carmack and Parker Irrigation Ditch takes off from the south
bank 25.8 miles upstream. It diverts 3 c.f.s., and is screened.

The Palmer Irrigation Ditch takes off from the north bank of a

side channel 27 l/2 miles upstream. It diverts 2 l/2 c.f.c, and is
screened.

The Lower Markel Irrigation Ditch takes off from the south bank
2 9 miles upstream, above an 80 foot long log wing dam. It diverts
11 c.f.B., and was screened in 1938,

The Upper Markel Irrigation Ditch takes off from the south bank
29 1/^ miles upstream. This is a small ditch, reported to b e used
only during high water stages, and is not screened.

The Lindsey Irrigation Ditch takes off from the north bank of a
side channel 1/4 mile above the upper Markel Ditch, and just above
a low, board dam. It has a capacity of 16 c.f.s, and is screened.

The Valentine Ditch takes off from the north bank 30 l/2 miles
upstream. It diverts 2 c.f.s., and is not screened.

The Benton Ditch takes off from the north bank about 110 yards above
the Valentine Ditch. It has a capacity of 3 c.f.s., and was screened
in 1938.
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The Emrlch (or Emrie) Irrigation ^itch takes off from the

north bank 34 miles upstreamo It has a capacity of 4 c.foSo, and
is screenedo

The Andersor Ditch takes off from the north bank 36 miles
upstream. It has a capacity of 6 c.f.s.p and is screened. During
periods of high water part of the flov/ of Gold Creek is also diverted
through this ditch.

The Fontaine Ditch takes off from the south hank 37 miles upstream.

It has a capacity of 3 c.fcSo, and was not screened at the time of in-

spectiono

4D"(l). €owiche Creeko— (Augupt 1, 1936 s V/hiteleather.)

Joins the Naches River 3.2. miles above the mouth of the latter^ and
extends for 7 miles to the confluence Qf the North and South Forks.

The gradient is slipiht to moderate and silting nov/ occurs on most
of the spawning areas. The flow is so reduced by irrigation demands

that the stream bed is often dry in places. The survey party found 9

unscreened diversionSj each above a 1'' to 3 foot high dam that diverted
all or nearly all of the stream flow at that point. It is reported
to have been a good trout streem, and steelhead utilized the stream

be:fore extensive irrigation was undertaken. In its present condition
the creek has little or no value to migratory fish, and irrigation
demands make any attempt at improving or restocking unfeasible. The

lower 5 miles of the^North Fork is usually dry in the summer, and part

of its channel is utilized by the Tieton Canal. The South Fork has 5

unscreened irrigation diversions that utilize almost all of its water.

4D"(2)« Tieton River.— (July 11 to 13, 1935| Whiteleather and

Btirrows.) Joins the Naches River 16 l/2 miles above the mouth of

the latter^ and extends for 22 miles to the Tieton Reservoir (Rimrock

Lake) o It has been completely surveyed. Most of the water course is

in a heavily forested, eteep walled canyon. The gradient is consistently

moderate^ averaging 51 feet per mile. There are occasional good deep

resting pools, and riffles are nimierous but have a considerable portion

of large rubble. Fair spawning areas are found thraofhout. The stream

value is greatly reduced by the control of the stream flow at the Rimrock

Dam. During flood and irrigation saaaonSj the discharge at the dam may be

1,000 to 2„Q0C c.f.s,, although it is usually around 500 c.f.s. When water

is being stored from November to April the flow is usually cut to less than

100 c.f.s. and may be below 10 o.f.s. at times« A few spring chinook and

steelhead are reported ajfclll to utilize the stream, -Iwit they are only a

email portion of the runs in former years. Kokanee have been stocked in

Rlnwoci: Lake (Tieton Reservoir), but often are killed or injured by passage

over rhe spillway or througji the tunnel outlet. Numbers of injured and

fungused Individuals were seen in the river by the survey party.

The following obstructions WBid^ dlwaoalions were foundo

An irrigation ditch takes off from the south bank l/4 mile upstream.

It was diverting 12 l/2 c.f.s . at the time of Iwspjpation, &nd sinoe has

•been reported to have been a«i^««ned«
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A small irrigation ditch takes off from the north bank I/3 mile
upstream, above a rock vring; dam. It now is reported to have been

screened.

An irrigation ditch tekes off from the north bank I08 miles upstream

and above a 40 foot lonf: wing dam. It was diverting 1.7 c.f.s., and

was unprotected.

An irrigation ditoh takes off from the south bank 2 l/2 miles

upstream, and was diverting 1 c.f.s. It has been screened.

An irrigation pipe (30") to a ditch takes off from the north

bank 3.3 miles upstream, and was diverting 25 c.f.s. It has since

been reported as screened.

An irrigation ditch takes off from the north channel 4 miles

upstream, above a lov/ rock diversion dam. It v/as diverting 1-2

c.f.s. and was not screened.

An irrigation twitch tekes off from the north bank 5 l/2 miles

upstream and was diverting 3 c.f.s. It v/as not screened at the time

of inspection.

The Tieton Irrigation Dam located 14 miles xipstream is built of

concrete and has a 2 to 4 foot spill. It is not a barrier at normal

water levels, but is a total block at lov/ water periods » No fishway

is provided.

The Tieton Irrigation Ditch takes off at the dam, and has a

capacity of 320 c.f.s. It is also fed by diversions from Cowiche

Creek. An electric screen was installed in the ditch in 1929. The

Bureau of Fisheries later installed a battery of 4 drum type revolving

screens

.

The Mmrock Dam 22 miles upstream was completed in 1925, is 220

feet high (160 feet high from tunnel to spillway level), and is a total

barrier to fish. It has a spillway, but most of the water is discharged

through a tunnel 18 feet in diameter and having a capacity of 2,000 CofoS,,

which is located near the base of the dam. The drop over the spill or the

sudden pressure changes encountered in passing from the tunnel kills or

injures :aost fish coming out of the Tieton Reservoir. It is therefore
not practical to stock migratory fish above this dam.

The Clear Creek Reservoir Dam was completed in 1918 and is located

1/4 mile above the backwater of Tieton Reservoir, on the TJorth Forkc The

dam is 53 feet high from the outlet pipe to the crest.

4D-(2)a. Wildcat Creek 20 miles upstream is a good cold water feeder
stream, discharging 20-30 c.f.s., but is also steep and full of difficult
cascades. There is a small (1 or 2 c.f.s.) water supply intake 1 l/2 miles

upstream. No fish except native tout are reported. All tributaries to the

Tieton River rntering above the Rimrock Dam are nov/ inaccessible, and a

large portion of the former spawning arpa has been lost, including the North
and South Forks , each of which is 18 to 20 miles long.
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4D=(3)- Rattlesnake t!reek o-" (July 30, 1935 and August 31 to

September 3, 1936,; Tl^iteieatherj BurrowSj and Hana-rano) Enters the

Naches River 25 l/2 miles upstream and is 23 miles longj, the lower

17.7 miles to Little Wildcat Creek having been surveyed. The stream

extends through a rugged mountainous canyonj, and has a fairly steep
gradiento A flow of 93 CofoS^ was measured at a point 4 miles upstream*
Logging operations on the lower watershed cause fast freshet rises and
bartk erosion. Good spawning riffles were found turoughoutj, with the

best spawning areas being in the lov;er 3 miles, and betv/eon 15 and 16

miles upstreamo Resting pools are numoraois, though not well protectedo

The ivater temperature was 52 -55 F in the lower portion and 42 -49 F„

in the upper portiono Chinook salmon in small numbers are reported to

enter the stream in the years when conditions are favorable for passage

up the Yakimaj and particularly over the Sunnyside Damo Obstruction and

diversions are as f oliovifs s

An irrigation diversion 1/4 mile upstream on the south barJc diverted

4 Cof oSo It had a lov; rock diversion dauij and has since been screenedo

An irrigation diversion Oo9 miles upstream on the north bank and

above a log T/ing dam was diverting 3o6 CofoSo and v;as unscreened.

Ari irrigation ditch lo2 miles upstream on the north barJc above a

log wing dam was diverting 12o7 cnfoSoj and was unscreenedo

A small irrigation ditch 4o3 miles xjpstream on the south bank

above a board wing dam is unscreenedo

A cascade falls 16 1/2 miles upstream is only 8 feet high^ but the

water is spread out over so great a surface that it is too shallov; for

fish to pass during low water periods.^

4D"(4)o Bumping River o°°-° (July 25-27, 1935s Whiteleather and Burrowso)

Enters the Naches 42 miles above the mouth and extends for a distance of

24 miles,, of which the lower 16o3 miles to Bumping Lake is accessible to

fisho An impassable storage dam at the outlet of the lake was the upper

terminus of the surveyo This dam is 45 feet high above the stream channel

and spills through a 7 foot wide conduit into a deep pool belowo It is

believed that most fish can pass out of the lake into the stream without

iriju-yo The river is 50 to 70 feet wide, has a gradient of 53 feet per

mileo The only obstruction below Bijmping Lake Dam is a log jam 20 to 40

feet high located 13o7 miles upstreamo This is passable at normal water

stages by a side channel around the jam, but may be a barrier to fish at

low water stages.

The river flow is controlled by the discharge at Bttmping Lake Dam, r.rA

from April through August it is usually 100 to 600 o.fcS. From September

through November it is generally 30 to 90 Cof.So and from December through

Mar:h it is quite variable, generally being between 3 and 190 CofuS. (u^SoGoS.

records taken at a station 1/4 mile belov/ the dam). There is no cultivation ir

the valley, which has steep fortistad slopes. There are good spawning areas

and good resting pools along the entire river below the dam. More good

spawning areas are located in the main stream and tributaries above the dam,

but are inaccessible at present. There were formerly good runs of spring
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Chinook salmon into the Btmiping River, although the greater portion
is said to have spawned in the American River, its largest tributary.

A few chinooks were observed by the survey party in deep resting
pools, hut it was impossible to make an accurate count. Landlocked
sockeye salmon (or Kokanee) have been planted in Bumping Lake, and
rainbow, cutthroat, and Dolly Varden trout and whitefish were observed
in the stream. The river is heavily fished and the present size of

fish taken is reported to be much smaller than formerly.

4D-(4)ao The American River »— (July 28-29, 1935 Whiteleather
and Burrows.) Fnters Bumping River 3 l/3 miles above the mouth of

the latter, and extends for approximately 21 miles into the Mt. Rainier
National Forest. The lovrer 18 miles were surveyed. The flow from March
to July is usually 100 to 600 c.f.s., and fran July to December it is

25 to 100 c.f.s. December and January flov/s are variable, but usually
tyver 100 c.f.s., while the February flow is often below 100 c.f.s. The

gradient averages 55 feet per male, although in the lovrer 5 miles it is

over 100 feet per mile and contains a preponderance of large rubble.
Resting pools average 6 per mile, and are often deep and well protectedo
There are no dams or diversions in this stream. The river enters a

narrow gorge 14 miles upstream, where it drops 100 feet in 400 yards
in a series of cascades. At normal water levels these cascades do not
form a complete barrier to fish, but at lo?r water periods there is not
sufficient flow over the rocks to perrat fish passage. The entire stream
has excellent spawning riffles, with the middle and upper sections being
of the highest value. The American River was an excellent c hi nook salmon
producer in the past, but there was only a fair r\xn at the time of the

survey, when the fish were observed in the deep resting pools. The stream
is heavily fished and produces fair numbers of rainbow, cutthroat, and
Dolly Varden trout.

4D-(4)a-i and ii. Cooper Creek*— 9 miles upstream and Union Creek
11 miles upstream, are the chief tributaries of the American Rivero ~
Although only 5 miles long they have well sustained spring flows of

35 to 40 c.f.s. Both have steep gradients, but contain some spawning
areas near the mouths. Union Creek has a series of falls, 12 to 60
feet high, beginning l/2 mile upstream.

None of the tributaries of the upper Naches (often called the

Little Naches above the confluence of Bumping River) have been surveyed,
Crovj Creek, 4D-(5), entering 44 miles upstream is the largest, being
over 16 miles long. It was inspected on May 5, 1937 when it had a

flow of approximately 100 c.f.s., but was too turbid to survey, ouartz
Creek , 4D-(6), entering on the opposite bank and flowing 40 c.f.s ,,

was also too turbid,

4E. Moxee Creek.-- Entering the Yakima ^ver near the Wenas
Creek confluence was not surveyed, but has a small summer flow and
is believed to be of no value for salmon, due to irrigation demands,

4F, Wenas Creek ,— (May 6, 1937; Jobes and Baltzo,) Wenas
Creek enters the Yakima 106 miles iipstream is approximately 30 miles
long, and had a flow of 25 to 30 c.f.s. The stream is often dry
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during the summer when it is almost entirely used for irrigation,

there being several channels for this purpose o A reservoir control
dam 60 feet high located 12 miles upstream is a total harrier to

fish» This stream formerly supported good salmon and steelhead
runs. There are now no runs reported in this creek and there is

little chance for stream improvements.

4Go •pmptanum Creek.— (July 1, 1936 j Shjman and Kolloen.)

Enters the Yakima 121 miles upstream. It is 16 miles long, the

lower "^06 miles having been surveyed to an impassable 35 foot

falls. About 1/2 mile upstream an irrigation ditch diverts

during high water stages. At a point 3/4 mile up a wing dam

diverts all of the flow into an unscreened ditch during periods

of low water, and the stream was dry for 150 yards below the dam.

Another dam l/2 mile farther upstream diverts water into an open

irrigation ditch during the spring high water period. The stream

has a small svnner flow and fairly high water temperatures. There

is some spawning area present, but most of it is inaccessible and
of little possible value because of the dams and diversions. A

good run of silver salmon was formerly reported in t?iis stream
before the Pomona Dam was built on the Yakima, but there have been

no runs of migratory fish in recent years.

4H. Wilson Creek .— (April 20, 1936 1 Whiteleather and Shuman.)

This creek now enters the Yakima 131 miles upstream. There were
formerely two or three tributaries to the Yakima in this area, but

they were diverted for irrigation purposes, and are now part of

the Wilson Creek system. This creek now receives water from the

Colockum ridge flume, from the ditched channels of Naneum , Cherry,

and Coleman Creeks, and from the Tjossem Mill ditch near the mouth

of the stream. The upper parts of the creeks have clear v;ater and

support small trout populations, but salmon and steelhead have not

been known to enter the system for many years, and it is so thoroughly

utilized for irrigation purposes that it is of no possible value for

anadromous fish.

41. Manas tash Creek .— (June 24 to 28, 1936 j Shuman and Kolloen.)

Enters the Yakima River opposite Ellensburgj, Washington. It extends

for 29 miles to the forks, the lovrer 23 miles having been surveyed.

The stream splits into two channels 5 miles above the mouth. The

south channel again splits into two channels, wMch empty into the

Yakima about a mile apart. The gradient is slight in the channels

on the flat Yakima Valley bottom, but increases upstroam. The lower

11 miles of this creek have been taken over almost entirely for

irrigation purposes, there being 44 iinscreened irrigation diversions

present. Nearly half of these ditches have diversion dams of one

type or another, although few would be barriers to fish if there were

good sustained stream flows. In the upper 10 miles sui-Treyed there

were some fine spawning riffles, occasional pools, and good covero-

Thr-ee lovi falls we_^re found, but they would not interfere with fish

except at very low water stages. Beaver dams have ponded several
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areas and some would interfere with fish passap;eo The two forks

are reported to maintain a f^ood flow of cool water, and are supplied
by two small mountain lakes » Trout fishing s very g;ood in the upper
Manastash and its tributaries « There is spawning area for a large

number of salmon and steelhead-in this creek and its upper brancheSj,

all of which is now inaccessible due to irrigation facilities on the
lower courses

o

.

4Jo Taneum greeko—- (July 20, 1936? Shuman and Koliosn.)
Enters the Yakima approximately 148 miles above the mouth. The

main stem extends for 12 miles to the confluence of the north and
south forks, and was conpletely surveyed. The lower 4 miles of
the course is through cultivated valley lands and the remainder is

in a steep, rocky canyono There are some good spawning areas but
these are now mostly inaccessible and of little value to anadromous
fish because of irrigation demands and numerous low damso Before
the completion of the Taneum Canal in 1910 the stream supported a

good run of silver salmom, but no runs have occurred for many years.
Diversions and obstructions are as follov/s s

An irrigation ditch takes off from a brush wing dam on the south
bank 1 l/2 miles upstream. It was diverting only 2 c.f .So when in-
spected, but has a much greater capacity, and is unscreened.

A concrete dam 2 miles upstream has a spillway 3 feet high, with
provision for the use of 2 foot flashboards. It diverts all water
from the stream at times.

The Taneum Ditch takes off at the south end of the dam, and was
diverting 85 c.foS. at the time of bbservation.

The Lorn Thompson Ditch takes off from the north bank 2 l/2 miles
upstream o It was unscreened, but was not in operation at the time
of observation.

A small fl\ame takes off 5.2 miles upstream. It is unscreened
and is located above a log dam 1 1/2 feet high.

A ditch 3 feet wide takes off on the north bank approximately
6 1/2 miles upstream, above a log dam 1 foot high. It is imscreened.

4J-(1)» North Fork of Tfaneam Creek.— (August 3, 1936 5 YJhi teleather
and Jobes.) This stream is 11.3 miles long, the lower 5 miles having
been surveyed. It flows in a narrow wooded mountain valley, has a

moderate gradient and good spawning areas in the section surveyed.
Farther upstream the gradient is steeper and there is a greater amount
of large rubble in the stream bed. There are no obstructions or diversions
except a log jam 3 l/2 miles upstream that may be a barrier at low water.
The stream has native trout, but salmon and steelhead runs never have been
reported. The observed flow was 8 o.f.s.
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4J-(2l. Soi:^th Fork of Taneum Creek .-r (June 22, 1936; Shuman
and Kolloen.) 'fnis strewn is 9 miles long, of v;hich the Icr^i'er 3

miles were surveyedo Its f lovr was IV c.foS«, but it is reported
to become nearly dry in late sxjmmer, A 25 foot falls o l/2 miles
upstream is a total barrier. There is spavminf, area for a few
fish in the lower 3 miles, but no runs are reported.

4Ko Swauk Creek .-- (July 17 and 18, 1936 j Shiman and Petersono)
Enters the Yakima 153 miles upstream. It is 20 miles long;, of which
13,6 miles v;ere surveyed. The observed flow was 9 c.f.So, but the
lower section becomes dn'" during the irrip;ation season. The upper
portion of the stream has the best spawning; areas. There were twel-'j-e

small unscreened irrigation ditches diverting a total of 18 c.f.s.
at the time of observation, but having considerably larger total
capacity. Eleven of the diversions had dams that would hinder the

upstream migration of fish but vrould not be complete barriers except
at very low water stap-es. There are no r-ons of salmon remaining in
Swauk Creek All tributaries except Iron Greek are dry or nearly
so in summer and of no value to salijion.

4K-(l)o Iron Creek o-- (July 19, 1936 i Shuman and Kolloen.)
This 3 mile tributary to upper Swauk Creek was surveyed for lo2

miles o It is small, having a flow of only 8 c.f.s. at the time
of observation, but has some excellent spawning areas. The

stream cannot be reached by migratory fish at the present time,

but steelhead were reported in it prior to 1915, fnd native trout
are present in fair numbers.

4L. Teanaway River.— (July 2 to 5, 1936j Shuman and Peterson.)
Enters the Yakima approximately 159 miles above the motith and extends
for 11 1/2 miles through a small cultivated valley to the confluence
of the Middle and West Forks, The stream was completely surveyed.
The gradient is slight, and the discharge becomes very low in the

fall. There were 9 irrigation ditches diverting a total of 56 c.f.s

o

at the time of observation. All of the ditches have been screened.
Three low dams were found, none over 3 feet in height, but since
each diverts the total stream flow during the irrigation period,

they are low water barriers to fish. It was reported that good
runs of salmon occurred prior to 1904. From 1905 until 1916 logging
companies were blasting in the stream channels and driving logs down
the river, v/hich may have contributed to the destruction of the salmon

run.

4L-(1)» Worth Fork of the Teanaway River.— (July 3, and 12-14,
1936} Shiman and Kolloen.) This stream is over 17 miles long, of
which the lower 14 miles were survyed. The lower 2 miles of the
stream is in a small cultivated valley, but the remainder is in
increasingly rugged country, and the upper 2 miles survej^ed ivere

too steep and rough to be of value to salmon. The flow was 26

c.f.s o at a point 9 miles upstream. A low dam I/4 mile upstream
diverts the entire flow during periods of low v/ater. Three other
low dems were also present. Several log jams and beaver dams may
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also interfere with fish migration, and a 5 foot falls 6 l/2 miles
upstream is a low water barrier. The survey party found 6 diversions

below the falls, each taking 7-13 c.f .So, buj these have been screened

in recent years

o

(rOOd salmon runs were reported prior to the 1905-1916 period^ but
few fish have been seen since then^ and there are no runs reported
in recent years o There are f,ood resting pools and spawning areas
s\.ifficient for several thousand salmon if this stream and the main
Teanaway could be kept passable for migratory fisho

4L=(l)a, Stafford Creek .-- (July 15^ 1936s Shuman and Kolloeno)
Enters the north fork of the Teanaway stream, 7 miles upstream, is

7 miles long, and the lov/er 2,7 miles were surveyed to the mouth of

Bear Creeko The flov/ wes 21 uof.s. at the time of observationo The

gradient is moderate up to Bear Creek, but is steep above o There is

STiffioient spawning area for several hundred fish, and salmon were
reported to ascend as far as Bear Creek prior to 1916, bat; there
haTO been no runs in recent years o Bear Creek, a tributary, is 3 i/2
miles long and was surveyed for l/2 mile to an impassable 20 foot
falls and log janio It had a flow of 8 Cof.So and spawning area for

a few fish below the falls

o

4L=(2)o Middle Fork of the Teanaway River.— (July 5-7, 1936

1

Shuman and PetersonT) Extends for a distapce of 15 miles, of which
the lower 11 l/2 miles were surveyed. The discharge at the mouth
was 16 Cof.So at the time of observation. The lower 4 1/2 miles
is in a cultivated valley where the gradient is moderate and there

are good spawning riffles. The gradient increases above, and suitable

gravel is confined to 5;nall, scattered areas. There were four ^:i3Qreeiie(

irrigation diversions, the lower three having wing dams, and the upper
diversions having a log and rock dam that has no spill during lo<n water
periods and is therefore a barrier to fish. No salmon runs have been
reported since 1916.

4L"(3)o West Fork of the Teanaway River.— (July 5, 1936? Shuman
and Kolloen.) This stream is 13 1/2 miles long, the lower 8.7 miles
having been surveyed. In the lower 6 miles the stream is about 30
feet wide, is shallow, has a moderate gradient, and a considerable
amount of suitable spawning area© Above this point the gradient is
steeper and the rubble larger. An impassable 15 foot falls was
encountered 7.3 miles upstream and at the upper end of the sut°vey a

rock-slide also we.s believed to be impassable. There were three
small unscreened irrigation ditches in the lov/er 3 miles o One ditch
had a low jving dam, and another had a low rock and board dam. Several
log jams were believed to be difficult for the passage of fish. Wo
salmon runs ha-"-e been reported for many years. Stream improvements for
the passage of salmon are not warranted because of irrigation demands
on the main Teanaway. None of the tributaries of the West Fork had a

flow of over 5 o.f.s.
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^^ C^eEl^m Rivero— (July 25-26, 1941| Weber and Holland.)
Joins the Yakima River 169 miles above the mouth. The river is

33 miles long^ of which the lower 8 miles up to the impassable
CieElum Lake Reservoir Dam were surveyed..

The flow below the reservoir dam is under regulations, and is

greatly reduced after the end of the irrigation season in mid
Ootobero During the winter impoundment period the discharge is

St.ldom more than 20 to 30 CofoSo From April to October the discharge
is often 600 to 2^000 c«f.5e The stream section below the reservoir
is of little value to fish because of the fluctuations in reservoir
dischargee A low rubble dam about 1 x/2 miles below the reservoir
supplies domestic water for the town of CleElxm, the diversion being
protected by a panel screen.

The 135 foot high reservoir dam was completed by the U. S„ Bureau
of Reclamation in 1933 for irrigation purposes. It is improbable that
a fishway ever will be built over this dam^ and for this reason the

river and its tributariea above the reservoir were not surveyed in
detailj, although it is known that the natural lake on the site of

the present reservoir and additional lake and stream spawning areas
farther upstream formerly supported good runs of blueback a:ii ohinook
salmon and steelhead trout. Landlocked bluebacks or kokanee still
are present^ together with good populations of rainboWj cutthroat,
and Dolly Varden trout.

4M"(1). Domerie Creeko"= The only 'tributary of the GleElia

River' below the reservoir dam. Most of its fiov; is diverted 2

miles upstream for the water supply of the toiAm of Roslyn, and the

stream is therefore of no value to salmon.

4M''(2)e Cooper Rivero-" Enters the CieElum River 20 miles
above the mouthy, and extends for a distance of 9 miles „ It is

ma-jcessible to anadromous fisji because of the impassable CiemElum
reservoir dairij, and therefore was not surveyed.

4R'I-{3)» Waptus River. == Enters the CieElum River 22 miles
above the mouth, and extends for a distance of 9 miles to Waptus
Lake. It is Inaccessible to anadromous fish because of the impassable
CleElura reservoir dam, and therefore was not surveyed.

4No Big Creek.-" ';^Febraary 19, 1935s Shamano) Enters the

Yakima 178 allies upstream, and extends for 10 miles. It is used
extensively for irrigation, there being 11 water rights allowing a

total diversion of 26,4 o.f .a, Ci: May 3, 1937, its flow was 40

Oof o*>o and on July 3, 19375 it was estimated at 10 c.f .s. The

lower 2 miles of the stream below the diversions are usually dry
d'a:rlng the fcaaaier^ but a few steelhead trout still ascend the creek
during the spring high water period.
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4-0o Silver Creek »— March 6, 1937; Baltzo and Jobes.) Enters
the Yakima about one mile below Easton Dam, and is 7 miles longe The
discharre was 6 c.f.s. at the time of inspection, but during the greater
part of the year the lower portion of the course is practically dry,
rendering the stream of no value to migratory fish.

4P. Kachess River .— (March 20, 1935; Shuman and Whjte leather.)
Joins the Yakima less than 1 mile above Easton Dam. It was surveyed
for 1 1/2 miles to the impassable storage dam at the outlet of Kachess
Lake. There was originally a natural lake at this site, and a crib
dam was installed at its outlet in 1905. This was replaced in 1911
by a 63 foot, rock-faced, earth-fill dam built by the Bureau' of Reclama-
tion. A good run of >)luehack salmon entered the lake until Mocked by
construction of the dam. There are still large sized landlocked blueback
or kokanee, ling, cutthroat, and rainbow trout in the lake. Runs of

salmon and steelhead no longer enter the stream. The tributaries above
the dam vfere not surveyed because the great fluctuation of the reservoir
level makes it improbable that a fishway will be built. The discharge
is now completely regulated. It is usualljr 200 to 1,500 c.f.s, from
April to October, and nearly dry during the rest of the year while
water is being impounded.

4Q. Cabin Creek .— (April 19, 1937; Jobes and Baltzo.) Enters
the Yakima about 3 miles above Easton Damy and extends for 14 miles.
It had a flow of 50 c.f.s. during the spring run-off, but it is quite
low in the fall. The water supply for the tovm of Easton is diverted
from this stream, and the lov/er 2 miles has been channeled for flood
control. The stream therefore has little value to salmon and no i*uns

are reported.
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PART 3

SUB-A-REA liVENATCHEE AND ENTIAT RIVT'^RS

Introduction

The Wena tehee and Entiat Rivers have their sources high in one
of the most rupged sections of the Cascade Range near Glacier Peak
(altitude 10,436 feet) and run parallel courses in a southeasterly
direction to their junction vdth the main Columbia River. The

drainage area of the Wenatchee River is over 1,000 square miles
and the drainage area of the Entiat River is approximately 500
square miles.

The upper portions of the watersheds are in rugged, forested
country, and many of the tributaries in this section are steep
and inaccessible because of falls and cascades. Winter snows are
heavy in the forest area, and few of the streams in this section
ever go riaturally dry. A few of them are clouded with glacial siit
during run-bff periods. This upper section grades rapidly into the
semi-arid, open country typical of the Columbia plateau region. Many
of the lower tributaries are nearly dry during the summer months,
irrigation d emands nov; rendering most of them inaccessible to salmon.

There vrere formerly p;ood runs of steelhead trout and chinook
salmon into both river systems, Blueback salmon ran into Lake
Wenatchee, and a good run of silver salmon spawned in the Wenatchee
system. All of these r\ms were greatly reduced during the early part
of the present century, primarily due to the vinscreened diversion of

irrigation water and to the construction of small dams.

An old lumber mill dam in the Wenatchee River at the town of
Leavenworth was reported to have been at least a partial barrier to

fish for many years, although it was equipped v;ith some semblance of

a fish ladder. This dam was removed in 1933 or 1934. Fishways vrere

later constructed at the two remaining dams on the Wenatchee that
were barriers to fish.

In 1898 a dam fonning a partial barrier to salmon was built at
a saw mill site on the Entiat River about one mile above the mouth.

An ineffective fish ladder -was built over this dam. Shortly there-
after a new dam was built which entirely obstructed the passage of fish
upstream. Indians are reported to have taken large numbers of fish

below the dam. In 1904 the last good run of chinooks entered the

Entiat, depletion being very rapid in succeeding years. This dean

was later removed, but others were installed which continued to

obstruct the passage of fish.
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A power dam 4 feet in height was oonstriacted by the Rjget
Sound Povrer and Light Company on the Entiat pbout 3 miles above

the mouth. This dam formed a barrier because of the diversion of

a major part of the flov; to the power plant one mile downstream,

the intervening river chonnel being impassable at low water stages

«

The dam was provided viith a fishway in 1939. The production of

power at this point was abandoned in 1938, but the canal is still

used to supply irrigation water, and an excessive amount of water
is diverted from the river merely to be returned unused farther
downstream.

Another dam in the Entiat, known as the Kellogg Mill Dam, was

built in 1913 at a point a little over 3 miles above the mouth. This

dam was 8 feet high, and was a barrier to fish except at flood stages.

The mill burned in 1917, but the dam continued to bar the passage of

fish \intil an open' ng v.'ps '.^lasted through the structure by sportsmen
in 1932, This daia l;-.ter was ccmr^letely washed out.

The Harris Mill Dair., formerly located 11 miles up the Entiat,
was constructed in 1930. This dam, 13 l/2 feet high, v/as provided
with an ineffective fishway in 1931« A better fishway was constructed
in 1939. The entire structure was v/ashed out in the flood of 1948.

Most of the diversions were screened, beginning about the year
1930, so that toward the end of the decade many of the former hazards
to the migration of fish had been partially or totally removed. As
a result of these stream improvements the productive capacity of these
two rivers was somewhat improved and they, together with the Methow
and Okanogan Rivers, were selected as the streams to receive the
stocks of fish blocked by Grand Coulee Dam. This transplantation
program took place during the period 1939-1943. l/

\/ Fish, Frederic F. and Hanavan, Mitchell G. A Report upon the
Grand Coulee Fish-Maintenance Project, 1939-1947. - Fish and
Wildlife Service, Special Scientific Report No, 55, November
1948, p. 1-6 3.
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Figure 6.

—

Dead chinook fingerlings in a Wenatchee River
unscreened irrif;Rtion diversion ditch on July 14,
1'940. Over 1,800 dead fingerlings were found in
this ditch on the above date. A properly con-

structed and operated screen would have prevented
this loss.
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The Survey

12, Ifenatehee River . -- (Surveyed at various times 1935 - 1947,

by "Suomela, Brown, Christy^. Shuman, Whiteleather, Burrows, and

members of the Grand Coulee fish maintenance project.) Enters the

Columbia River at Wenatohee, Washing bon, and extends for 55 miles

to Lake Wena tehee » The river is 200-350 feet wide near the mouth,

and about 150 feet wide below the lakeo It is mainly fed by rains

and melting snow on the high mountains « The discharge in winter

and spring is usually between 1,100 and 7,700 OofoSo, and in summer

and fall it is 500-3,000 Cof.Soj generally nearer the lower figure.

The gradient is moderate (62 feet per mile) throughout most of

the courseo The steepest and roughest section begins just above

the torm of Leavenv/orth, and extends for about 10 miles through

Tumwater Canyon. A second section in which the stream bed is

composed mainly of large rubble and bedrock with little spawning

Area is fo\ind in the 5 miles below the village of Plain, or about

9 miles below Lake Wenatchee. With the exception of these tv/o

sections, good spawning areas ocoxu* all along the course, with
the best riffles in the upper 9 miles below the outlet of the lake.

There is more than 700,000 square yards of suitable spawning area

in the main stream, and over 400,000 isquare yards additional in the

tributaries.

A fair run of spring chinook salmon reaches the Tumwater Dam
in June and proceed to the upper major tributaries, although & few
spawn in the main Wenatchee. It has been observed that in the years
when moxmtain snow storage is heavy and the discharge is high that
the Chinook salmon go farther upstream and into the upper tributaries,
while in low water years more are observed spawning in the middle and
lower sections of the main river. The run of spring chinook spawns
for the most part in August. There is also a summer run of larger
chinook that enter the Wenatchee between July and September. These
fish often have considerable difficulty in passing the Dryden and
Tumwater Dams, and in some years the majority are forced to spawn
in that portion of the river below Tumwater Dam. The summer chinook
spawn mainly during September and October.

A large run of silver salmon formerly utilized the Wenatchee
River for spawning purposes but they were virtually extenainated
many years ago due to the previously mentioned barriers and Qi versions.
They were reported to have entered the river during the period September
- November with the peak of the run in October. Only a few silver

salmon now migrate above Rock Island Dam, on the main Columbia River,
the greatest recent count being 226 fish in 1947. The majority of the
silvers passing Rock Island spawn in the Wenatchee River.

Virtually all of the bluebacks passing Rook Island Dam spawn in
the Wenatchee and Okanogan Rivor watersheds, these t^'o rivers at
present being the major producing areas of bluebaok salmon in the
entire Columbia system. A part of t|ie spawning run is taken for
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artificial propagatioa by the Leavenworth hatchery of the Fish and

Wildlife Service and the majoritj; of the resulting fingerlings are

liberated into Wsnatchee Lake to aid in maintaining and increasing

the abundance of this vaiiiable species^

The 'Wanatchea supports a good run of steelhead trout which

epawTi in the spring in the upper section of the river and its

tributaries,, Cutthroat^ Dolly Varden^ rainbow trout, whitefish,

and kokanee are also preaent and are extensively fished in the

Wenatohee River watershedo Obstructions and diversions on the

Wenatchee River are as follows ?

The Gunn Irrigation Daa and Diversion is located 6 miles up-

stream"o Ifhe oSSTTs built of concrete, has a drop of 1 1/2 feet,

and is on the north channel of the iriver at this point. The

diversion has a capacity of 40 CofoSo and was screened in 1938»

Trie Jones-Shotwell Ditch 12 miles upstream has a capacity of

25 c ,773 o rt~ms provi3ed~wTth a rotary screen in 1938.

The Pine Flats Irrigation Ditch 16 1/2 miles upstream diverts

4 cofTsT^nd is screened.

The Dryden Dam formerly owned by the Paget Sound Povrer and

Light CoiTipahy~andr'th9 Wenatchee Reclamation District, and now

operated by a Public Utility District„ is located 17 miles up-

stream and has alwaya been a serious obstruction to the upstream

passage of anadromous fish.

There are three sections of -chis dam; an "upper dam" extending

about two-thirds the vmy across the river, a concrete wall extending

downstream about 100 j.'ar.iSj, and a "lower dam* continuing to the

opposite shore. The '''upper dam** is about five feet high while the

•"loir/er daiifis approximately eight feet high. Both dams are constructed

of wooden timbers and have wide downstream aprons. Both dams were

equipped with small wood fishways. The fish-way at the '"tapper darf'was

replaced with a concrete pool=type fishway in 19476 The fishway at

the "^xowe r" dam has been virtaally out of operation for a number of

years. The situation at Dryden is aggravated insofar as the pas-

sage of fish is conoerned owing to the diversion of water at this

dam for pawer and irrigation purposes. The power plant is nearly

a mile downstream from the dam so that the intervening reach of the

river is nearly dry at low water flows, and fish have difficulty in

ascending che river at st;ch times.

The Dryden Power and Highland Canal takes off at the north end

of the dsmTand has' a "capeTcily "of 1,37*8 c.foS. A power house located

nearly a mile below the intaKe returns a large portion of the water

to the river, and the remainder is carried by the Highland Canal to

the Wenatchee Reclamation District.
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Figure 7,

—

A rotary drum screen in a diversion ditoh on the

Wenatchee River. A by-pass provides passage for
the fingerlings from in front of the drum screen
back to the river.
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When the Wenatchee River anus first surveyed in 1935 the only-

protective device in the Dryden Ditch was an ineffective electric
fish screeno Shortly thereafter, a battery of 7 rotary screens
was installed in the canal a short distance above the power planto

The Leavenworth Hatchery Diversion Canal was constructed in
1940 one mile above the town of Leavenwortho It has no dam, the

water being diverted directly from the side of the stream channelo
The hatchery intake from this canal is screened, and any fish in

the canal can continue on through to lower Icicle Creek and thence
into the Wenatchee River

o

The Tumwater Power Plant of the Paget Sound Power and Light
Company is located about 28 miles upstream, in Tumwater Canyon.
The power diversion, originating at the dam 2 miles farther
upstream, and amounting to a maximum of 550 c.f .s,, operates a

low speed turbine and is returned through the tailrace to the

river at this pointo The flow in the intervening river channel
becomes very low at certain water stages, and at such times this
section is a definite hazard and a partial barrier to the upstream
migration of fish.

The Tumwater Power Dam of the Puget Sound Power and Light
Company has a drop of about 15 feet onto a wide downstream apron*
Passage for fish is provided by means of a multiple entrance ladder
on the north side of the dam. Frequent fluctuations in the water
level above the dam occur because of the slight storage capacity
and irregular power demands. This in turn requires frequent
adjustment of the flow in the fishway during the periods of
upstream migration. The power diversion is screened at the intake.

12Ao Mission Creek o— (June 26, 1935; Suomela and Shuoaan,

June 6, 1936| Burrows and Yfhiteleather.) Enters the Wenatchee
River about 12 l/2 miles upstream, at Cashmere, Washington. The

stream is 19 miles long, and the lower 17 miles were surveyed.
The gradient is slight to moderate and there is only a small
percentage of large rubble. The lower half of the stream has been
straightened and dredged, and some portions provided with cribbing
along the banks for protection and drainage during severe spring
freshets; this process has eliminated pools and most marginal
vegetation through the narrow, farmed valley. The lower 5 miles
were polluted with household and barnyard sewage and ";arbage. In
spite of this poor condition a few steelhead manage to ascend in
May when the creek is high. There were 13 unscreened irrigation
diversions and 3 low dams, two of them temporary. These diversions
take the entire flow during the irrigation season and the stream
usually is almost dry and therefore inaccessible a short distance
above its mouth during the svimmer and fall months; it is therefore
of no value to salmon.
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12A-(l)o Sand Creek o<-° (June 28, 1935; Suoniela and Shuman.)
This tributary of upper Mission Creek extends through a narrow,
forested valley for a distance of 8 miles, of which the lower 3

miles were surveyed. The stream bed contains a large amount of

sand which greatly reduces the amount of suitable spawning area.
A log jam 1/4 mile above the mouth and a falls 2 1/4 miles upstream
were both barriers to fish at low water. The stream appears to be
accessible and' of value only to a few spring run steelhead trout.

12A-(2)o East Fork of Mission Creek.— (jxine 28-29, 1935,
Suomela and Shuman.) Extends for 6 l/2 miles, of which the lower
2 1/2 miles v/ere surveyed. The numerous beaver dams forming low
water barriers as well as the large percent of mud and sand in
the stream bed limit the available spawning area. The stream is

of no present value to salmon. A small run of steelhead trout is

able to ascend during the spring freshets.

12B. Peshastin Creek .— (October 13-14, 1935; Burrows,
?fhiteleathex% and Shuman.) Enters the Wenatchee River about 21
miles above the mouth, and approximately 2 miles above Dryden
Dam, The stream extends for 18 miles, of which the lower 15 miles
were surveyed. The watershed covers a rugged forested, moiintainous
area, and the stream gradient is fairly steep, with numerous cascades
and low falls. However, there are seme small, scattered spawning
areas. The value of the stream for fish has been greatly reduced by
irrigation use. Three low dams located 2, 2 l/2, and 6 miles upstream
are barriers during the irrigation season. There were seven wing dams
and nine irrigation diversions in use, of which five since have been
screened* Chinook fingerlings were observed in 1944, and in 1945 a

few spring chinooks were seen spawning. Fair runs of steelhead trout
also were observed in 1944 and 1945. However, in 1946 and 1947 no
salmon or steelhead were found.

12B-(1). Ingalls Creek .— (July 27, 1936; Suomela and Jobes.)
Enters Peshastin Creek 8 miles above the mouth. It is 14 miles long,
of which 6 1/2 miles were surveyed up to an impassable 40 foot falls.
The stream gradient is steep, being over 200 feet per mile, and the
stream is mainly a series of cascades in a narrow, steep-sided, rocky
canyon. Spawning area is confined to small, scattered patches that
might accommodate only a few fish. There is a lov; dam 3/4 mile up-
stream with a diversion of 28 c.f.s. to a small eleotric power plant.
No salmon are reported, and steelhead are seldom seen, although cut-
throat trout and Dolly Varden are taken by fishermen.

12c. Chums tick Creek .-.- (June 25-26, 1935; Whiteleather and
Burrows.) Enters the Wenatchee River 24 miles above the mouth, just
below the town of Leavenworth, Washington. The stream is 13 miles
long, of which 11 miles were surveyed. The gradient is moderate, and
there is a large amount of sand in the stream bed. The only good
spawning area occurs in the lov/er 2 miles, v/hich could accommodate
several hundred salmon spawners. There were thirteen unscreened
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irrigation diversions, three with dams that were considered barriers

during I077 water periods. The first dam is located about 3 miles

upstreanio At times during the summer the entire flow is diverted

and the stream bed is nearly dry. A few steelhead trout v/ere

reported to enter the stream in May, and a fev/ chinook salmon enter

after the fall rains in October, spawning in the lov/er l/2 mile.

The stream is of little present or potential value to migratory

fi-sho

12C-(l)o Engle Creek.— (June 26, 1935? Vfhitsleather and

Burrows.) Enters Chia:nstick Creek and extends for a distance of

9 miles, of which 6 miles were surveyed. The fstrsaro is similar

to Chxmstick Creek, particularly in being sandy and^ brushy.
Spa-iivning area for a few fish exists in the lov;er 1/2 mile, but

there is little above. A total of 11 irrigation diversions, all

unscreened at the time of inspection, leave the stream dry in

places during most simmers, and render it of little poEsible value

to migratory fish, A small dam 3/4 mile upstream is a barrier to

fish at low water stages. Normal stream flo\'/s are controlled by

the impassable 15 foot Parkins Dam located 6 miles above the mouth.

A few chinook salmon formerly spawned in the lower section, but none

have been observed in recent years. A fev; steelhead trout were re-

ported, and native trout are taken in the upper section. The stream

r.s of little possible value to anadromous fish.

i2Do Icicle Creek.— (September 27 - October 7, 1935

1

Whiteleather, Burrows, and Shuman.) Enters the Wenatchee River

at Leavenv;orth, Washington, and extends for 26 miles to its source

in three small lakes high in the Cascade Mountains. The lower 24

miles were surveyed to an impassable series of T> to 15 foot falls.

The stream ivS 40-60 feet wide and discharges S0~300 c«f.s. during

the sixrmier and fall months and 2,700-3,200 Cof.s. during the spring

run-off season. The lov/er 2 miles have a slight gj^adient and contain

the best spawning area. The gradient jumps to 176 feet per mile in

a rugged canyon above, but becomes moderate again farther upstream.

The Leavenworth Hatchery of the Fish and Wildlife Service vms

built in 1940 on Icicle Creek at a point about 2 I/2 miles above

the mouth. This hatchery handles part of the transplanted runs

that for-merly passed above the Grand Coulee damsite. No salmon

are allowed to pass above the hatchery racks , although gmall ri:ins

of chinook and blueback salmon, believed to consist mainly of

Jiatchery stock, have been observed spawning belov; the hatchery.

A few silver salmon and fair runs of steelhead trcv;t, chinook,

and blueback salmon run up to the hatchery.

There is a diversion from Icicle Creek available as part of

the hatchery water supply. Other water supplies ^
particularly

from Snow Lake and from deep wells relieve the hatchery from
dependence upon the Icicle Creek diversion.

The Cascade Orchards irrigation diversion i'S located about 4

miles above the mouth. It has a capacity of 7 1/2 Cof.s., and was

screened in 1938.
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The Icicle irrif^ation and water supply dam is located about
5 miles above the moutho It is a concrete structure with a drop
of 2 1/2=4 feet, and is usually a barrier during the irrigation
season., The Icicle irrigation ditch intake on the south end of

the dam has a capacitj'- of 110 c.f.s. It was screened in 1938.

The town of Leavenworth water supply intake is located at the north
end of the dam, and also is screened.

12E. Chiwaukum Creek»— (October 15, 1935 j Burrows.) This
tributary enters the Wena tehee River 38 miles upstream. It is

over 11 miles long, and was surveyed for 4 l/2 miles to a series
of impassable falls having a total drop of nearly 250 feet. It
had a flow of 25 Cof.s, at the time of observation and is in a

narrow, forested, valley that is not over l/4 mile wide at any
point except at the mouth. The gradient is steep, being 100
to 150 feet per milej large rubble predominates, and there is

suitable spawning for only a few hundred fish. There are five
diversions 5 three being unscreened irrigation diversions, one

a screened diversion to a state trout hatchery, and the other
a screened diversion to a C.C.C, camp that is no longer in use.
No salmon runs were reported, and rainbow and cutthroat trout,
formerly abundant, were considerably depleted. A few steelhead
trout are reported to enter. The South Fork, the only tributary
of size, enters above the falls and is therefore inaccessible.

12F. Beaver Creek, -»- (July 13, 1937j Baltzo.) This small
creek enters the Wena tehee approximately 48 miles upstream. It is

5 miles long, and is quite brushy. It had a flow of 4 c.f.s., but
is largely used for local irrigation, and becomes almost dry later
in the summer. It is of no value to salmon.

12G. Chiwawa River .— (October 1,9, and 10, 1935; Whiteleather,
Burrows, and Shuman.) Enters the Wenatchee approximately 50 miles
upstream, extends for 27 miles, and was completely surveyed. Its

headwaters are fed by small glaciers near the Cascade summit, and
during the spring and early summer the stream is clouded by glacial
silt, clearing in the fall. The sixmner and fall discharge is usually
100-150 c.f .So The spring run-off in April, May and June, fed by
heavy snow melt, occasionally reaches a peak of 2,400 c.f.s. The
gradient is mor^erate throughout, and the current is usually fairly
fast. The water temperature was 45-51''f. There is a considerable
amount of spawning area, estimated to exceed 100,000 square yards.
No salmon were found at the time of the survey, and it was reported
that there had not been any run into the Chiwawa for at least 20
years previously, although it had been a favorite salmon fishing
stream of the Indians in the early days. After the start of the
transplantation of a portion of the up-river runs into the Wenatchee
River system in connection with the Grand Coulee Dam project,^ beginning
in 1939, stream observers each year found a few chinook salmon ascending
the Chiwawa to spawn. It is hoped that the run may be reestablished.
The stream supports a good resident trout population. The only diversion
on the stream is Ipcated 3 l/2 miles above the mouth, and has a capacity
of 40 c.f.s. for irrigation.
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Only two of the several tributaries were found to be of possible

valjie to salmon, the others being either too small or too steep and

rough.

12G-(1). Chickamin Creek*— (July 14, 1937; Jobes.) Enters

the Chiwawa River 12 miles above the mouth. It is 8 miles long,

of which the lov/er 2 miles were surveyed. The creek vras 20 feet

wide and had a flow of 61 c.f .s. The lovfer mile on the Chiwawa
valley bottom has a moderate gradient and good spavming riffles

between adecfuate resting pools. The gradient increases rapidly

above; most of the stream course being in a steep canyon, and

bordered by dense brush, with spawning area confined to small

patches. The discharge becomes low in the fall, but the lower

section is usually passable to fish. Three log jams in the

lower 3 miles may be barriers at low water. Chickamin Creek

could support a small run near its mouth, but no migratory
fish have been known to enter it in recent years.

12G-(l)a. Marble Creek .— Entering Chickar,iin Creek about

1 mile above the mouth, is steep and has only a small amount of

spawning area near its mouth. It was 8 feet wide and had a flow

of 15 c.f.s.

12G-(2). Rock Creek .— (July 14, 1937; Baltzo.) Enters the

Chiwawa River about 17 miles above the mouth. The stream is 12

miles long, of which the lovjer 5 miles were surveyed. The discharge
was 64 c.f.s., somewhat greater than the normal flow. The lov/er

mile, in the flat Chiwawa Valley, has a moderate gradient and con-

tains all of the good spawning area in the stream, amounting to an
estimated 14,000 square yards., Above this section the stream is in
a steep, narrow, forested valley and has an average gradient of

more than 200 feet per mile. It is almost a continuous succession
of clear, cold, tumbling cascades* Salmon could not ascend very
far above the lovrer mile, and no runs were reported. Trout have

been planted, and the lov/er part of the stream is heavily fished.

12H. Fish Lake Stream and Fish Lake.— Fish Lake Stream enters

the Wenatehee River 2 miles dovmstream from Lake Wena tehee. It extends

for 1 mile to Fish Lake. The gradient is slight to moderate, and the

flow is normally 5-10 c.f.s., although the stream may become dry in
late summer. Numerous beaver dams prevent the migration of fish up

or down the outlet stream.

Fish Lake is approximately 1 l/2 miles long and 1 mile wide.
The greatest depth is about 50 feet, but there are large marginal
areas of shallow water. The bottom is composed mainly of mud,

VTith one or two small gravel banks. The lake is fed by several
large springs with short inlets, and by melting snows from the

adjacent mountain slopes. The fish population includes perch,

largemouth bass, several cottoids, squawfish, and a few kamloops

trout. Neither the stream nor the lake is of value to anadromous
fish.
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Fip;ure 8.

—

Excellent spawning riffles for salmon and steel-
head trout in Nason Creek, a tributary of the upper
Wene tehee River.
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121 o Nason Creeko— (Surveyed at various times 1935-1947

j

Whiteleathe"?^ Shuitian, ^and members of the Grand Coulee fish main-

tenance project.) Enters the Wenatchee River just below Lake

Wenatchee. The stream is 25 miles long, of which the lower 23

miles were surveyed. The discharge ranges from less than 50 c.f.s.

during the late fall and winter months to 3,000 c.f.s. at maximum

flood stage. The normal midsummer flow is 100-150 c.f»s. The

gradient is slight to moderate in the lower half of the course,

with numerous good spawning riffles and adequate, well-protected
resting pools. It is estimated that there is approximately 100,000
square yards of suitable spawning area in the lov;er 15 miles, Gaynor

Falls, located 15 miles upstream, is 12 feet high. This falls is a

barrier to salmon, and it is doubtful if it is passable to steelhead

trout at high water stages.

There once were large runs of chinook and silver salmon ajid

steelhead trout into Nason Creek, but the salmon were practically

exterminated and the steelhead greatly reduced for many years.

Between the years 1939 and 1944 the Grand Coulee fish maintenance
project maintained a weir just above the mouth, and transplanted

adult chinook salmon and steelhead from Rock Island Dam on the main
Colijmbia River into the stream. These fish spawned suqcessfully for

the most part, and a small run of spring chinook salmon has been

reestablished. The steelhead are more difficult to observe because

of their migration during the high water period, but a few returning

adults have been seen below Ga^oaor Falls.

12I-(1). Whitepine Creek.— (Surveyed at various times, 1936-

1947} White leather and members of Grand Coulee fish maintenance

project.) Enters Nason Creek 14 miles above the mouth. The stream

is 8 1/2 miles long, of which the lower 2 miles were surveyed. The

discharge ranges from 15 to 50 c.f.s. A short distance above the

mouth the course extends through a narrow, steep-walled canyon.

A falls 18-20 feet high located 1 l/2 miles upstream is an impassable

barrier to the upstream migration of fish. The gradient is steep,

and spawning areas are small and scattered. The stream below the

falls could accommodate only a small number of salmon. A few of

the adult chinook salmon and steelhead transferred into Nason Creek

were observed to work their way up this stream as far as the falls.

Rainbow trout are numerous, but of small size.

12J. Lake Wenatchee.-- This lake, located at the head of the

Wenatchee River, is 5 miles long and about 1 mile wide. The bottom

is largely covered with glacial silt, with little good spawning area.

The depth for the most part is 150-200 feet, there being few shallow

areas. The shores are mostly rocky and wooded, although there is a

swamp area bordering the head of the lake between the mouths of the

Little Wenatchee and White Rivers. Lake Wenatchee is important in •

that it is one of the few remaining accessible rearing areas for

blueback salmon in the Columbia River system.
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The Grand Coulee fish maintenance project of the f'ish and
Wildlife Service transferred adult blueback salmon from the

Rock Island trapo into Lake Wenatehee from the year 1939 to 1943,

the larp;est yearly transfer being 13,000 fish in 1943o These

fish spawned mainly in the Little Wenatchee and White Rivers,
with a few dropping down to spawn on the first few riffles
below the lake outlet o Observations made in 1942 and 1943
shove i no spawning activity along the lake shore* However,

in September 1947, 46 spawning bluebacks and 10 redds were
fo\md on a small gravel a'rea in the lake* A few chinook salmon
were placed in the lake in 1939, most of these spawning at; the
outlet, with a fevr observed in White River. No more chinook
were placed in the lake until 1943, when 900 vrere planted to

determine the feasability of using the lake as a natural
holding areao The majorit"' of these fish spavmed in the 3

miles below the falls on Tffnite River, a feyt spavmed at the
lake outlet, and one or two were observed in the Little
Wenatchee River.

The lake always has had a large population of landlocked
blueback ealmon, fcicv.nn as ^kokanee", "silver trout", or "little
redfish^o Kokanee are naturally distributed over much of the
Columbia River watershed. Since kokanee furnish good sport
fishing, they have been stocked in many lakes in recent years,
and the state takes eggs annually from the Little Wenatchee
River for this purpose o Kokanee are observed to concentrate
their spawning activities lovrer in the Little Wenatchee River
than do the blueback, and usually complete their spawning a
week or so earlier than the blueback. Since there are still
spawning areas in both the Little Wenatchee and White Rivers
that are not being used there is little reason to believe that
the blueback have interfered with the kokanee spawning.

12j-(l)o Little Wenatchee River .— (Surveyed at various
times, 1935-1947 5 Burrows, Whiteleather, Shuman, and members of
Grand Coulee fish maintenance project.) Enters the upper end of
Lake Wenatchee through a small swamp and extends for more than
20 miles. The lovjer 15 miles were surveyed up to an impassable
30 foot fall5. In the lower section the river is normally 50-60
feet wide. A discharge measurement of 40 c.f.s. was taken in
September at low water stage. However, the flow at other seasons
is much higher. The gradient is slight in the lower l/2 mile,
and the stream bed is heavily silted. In the next 3 l/2 miles
upstream deep, sluggish, resting pool areas alternate with ex-
cellent shallow spawning riffles o Above the lov/er 2 miles the
course extends through a rockj' gorge, with a coniferous forest
covering most of the mountainous watershed. Good spawning riffle
and resting pool areas alternate in this section. A series of
falls 4 to 20 feet in height is located 6 miles above the mouth.
At this point the stream drops approximately 100 feet in a distance
of 120 /a.'d?, and the cascades and falls are believed to constitute
practicftliy a total barrier to the upstream passage of fish. No
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anadromous fish have been reported above this pointo There is more

than lOOpOOO souare yards of suitable spawrdnp- area in this lower

6 miles o The amount of spawning area decreases steadily above the

falls as the gradient increases « There is an impassable falls 30

feet high located 15 miles above the moutho

The Little Wenatchee River is valuable as a spawning area for

bluebaok salmono A small remnant of the large early-day blueback

run into the Wenatchee system has persisted in the Little Wenatchee

River The largest run in the two decades before the Orand Coulee

transplantation project was begun amounted to 412 observed spawners

in the year 1935o This run was greatly augmented by the transfer

of the up-river runs in the period 1939-194oo Traps were installed

near the mouth of the stream in 1942 and eggs were taken from about
half of the 1^500 blueback spawners for artificial hatching and

rearing at the Leavenworth hatchery of the Fish and Wildlife Service.

This operation since has been an annual procedure, a portion of the

run being allowed to spawn naturallyo In 1948 a total of 4,255

blueback were taken for hatchery purposes, 1,945 spawning fish

were counted above the racks, and 500~1,000 were estimated to have

spawned belowo Kokanee also spawn in the lower section of the rivero

A few Chinook sflrlmon and steelhead trout have been observed, as

well as a small resident trout populationo

None of the tributaries to the Little Wenatchee River are of

much possible value to salmono

Rainy Creek, entering 7 l/2 miles above the mouth and above

the lower falls is passable, but Ls almost a continuous series of

low cascades, and therefore lacks spawning area. All other -tri-bu

taries are so steep that salmon could ascend them only for very

short distances

o

12Jo(2)o White River o--- (Surveyed at various times, 1935-

1947 J Burrows, Whiteleather, Shuman, and members of the Grand

Coulee project and North Pacific staffs o)

Enters Lake Wenatchee through a swamp area about 1/2 mile

north of the mouth of the Little Wenatchee River. The stream

is 27 miles long,, of which the lower 13 miles were surveyed up

to an impassable 25 foot falls <, The surrounding foothills and

valley slopes of the watershed are heavily covered by conifer

forests. The stream channel is about 100 feet wide in the lower

section, and the discharge ranges from less than 100 c.f.s. to

more than 1,000 cofoSo, normally being somewhat greater than

that of the Little Wenatchee o In the lower 2 miles of swamp

area the stream bed is covered with a thick layer of glacial

silt. In the next 8 miles to the confluence with the North

Fork the gradient gradually increases, and there are extensive

spawning areas especially suited to blueback salmon because of

the fine pea gravelo Above the North Fork the spavming rubble

is larger and the gradient becomes steeper. However, some
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good spawning areas oontinue to occxir in the next 2 miles to the

mouth of Cougar Creek. From Cougar Creek to the impassable 25

foot falls, a distance of about 1 mile, the rubble is too large

for the most part to be considered good spawning area. It is

estimated that there are more than 120,000 square yards of

suitable spa'vming area below the falls. During the spring and
early summer and even for short periods during the fall spawning
period the river becomes turbid with glacial silt.

Large runs of blueback and chinook salmon entered the White
River in the early days, but were depleted to a few hundred fish
by the year 1935. Since 1939 most of the chinooks and a good
share of the bluebacks that were trapped at Rock Island Dam on
the main Colvmbia River and liberated in Lake Wenatchee have
spawned in the White River. The chinooks spawn mainly in the

three mile section from one mile below the Worth Fork up to

the mouth of Cougar Creek, while the blueback spawn in larger
numbers on the riffles below the North Fork, where the gravel
is smaller. In the year 1946 the blueback spawning ground count
was 2,063 live spawners on redds, 410 dead spawjied-out, and 1,182
redds. In 1947 the count was 5,787 bluebacks and 1,656 rfedds, 'In

1948 it was estimated that nearly 10,000 bluebacks spawned in White
River.

1?ith the exceptions of the North Fork and Cougar Creek all the
tributaries are too small, steep, or inaccessible, and of little
possible value to salmon.

12J-(2)a, North Fork of T/hite River.— (Surveyed at various
times, 1942-1945, Zimmerj and 1947=1948, Fulton and Gangnarko)
Enters White River about 11 miles above the mouth. The stream is

over 15 miles long, of which the lower 4 miles up to an 8 foot
falls were surveyed. It is EO-30 feet wide in the lower section,
and the discharge usually ranges from 50 to 100 c.f.s. The North
Fork is somewhat larger than main White River at their confluence,
and carries most of the glacial silt into Tfiiite River, the main
stream usually being cle&r above the confluence. The lower 2 miles
exhibit excellent spawning riffles with large amounts of the small
pea gravel particularly suitable for blueback spawning. The gradient
and the percent of large rubble in the stream bed increase in the
next 2 miles until the stream forms a nearly continuous series of
cascades. The 8 foot falls located 4 miles above the mouth is

believed to be a barrier to salmon.

It is estimated that the lower 4 miles could accommodate at
least 2,500 pairs of blueback salmon. Bluebacks were observed
spawning in scattered groups in this section in 1942 and 1943, and
in 1948 3,400 blueback salmon were counted in one day in the lower
2 miles. No chinook salmon were found in the North Fork. The
etreeon supports a good population of native cutthroat trout.

The outlet stream from Twin Lakes enters the North Fork 1 l/2
miles above the mouth, but is steep and inaccessible to salmon.
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12j-(2)bo Cougar Craeko— (inspected at various times,
svaiuners of 194£ anTT9437~zT3Tmer<,) Enters White River 12 miles
above the mouthj or- 1 mile below the impassable White Iliver falls o

The stream is 5 miles long, and is 20 ieet wide near the moutho
The gradient is fairly staep, and the stream bed is composed
mainly of large rvVhbleo No salnion have been found in ito A
resident population of native trout has been reported, as well
as a run of Dolly Varden ascending from Lake Wenatchee to spawne

13c Snfciat River o~° (Surveyed at var3,-ous times, 1935-1947;
Shuman, Whiteleather, and members of the Grand Coulee fish main-
tenance proiacto) Enters the Columbia River 15 miles above
Wenatcheaj, Washington, or approximately 483 miles above the moutho
The stream is 52 miles long, of which 42 miles were surveyed^ The
discharge ranges from less than 100 cof oSo to an occasional spring
flood stage of 4,000 cfoSc. During the fall spawning period the
discharge is usually 100<=200 CofoSe The gradient is moderate in
the lower 28 mile^, with spawning areas and resting pools well
distributed throughout this portion of the courseo The section
of the river from 12 to 23 miles upstream contains the best
spawning areao Here the gradient is 26-40 feet per mile, and
there is & sucoession of wide, shallow riffles with ideal spawning
conditions o It is estimated that there is more than 200,000 square
yards of suitable spawning area in the' lower 28 mileSo

The former large runs of chinook salmon that entered the Entiat
in the early days nad been practically exterminated by the year 1925^
due principally to the construction of small dams and the diversion
of watero The former good steelhead trout run also has been greatly
dspletedo In the years 1939 and 1940 a portion of the Columbia
River runs of adult chinook and steelhead were transferred to the

Entiat in corjiection with the Grand Coulee Dam fish, maintenance
projeeto In the year 1941 the Entiat hatchery of the Fish and

Wildlife Ser^lae was constructed at Packwood Springs, approximately
7 miles above the mouthe The combination of artificial propagation
and natural spawning is gradually building up the runs of both chinook

i.s.'lMon and steelnead trout^ the number of chinook spawners taken at
the hatchery having increased from 85 in 1941 to 1,047 in 1947,, The

streams also supports a good population of rainbow trouto

The dams that fonnerly obstruoted the passage of migratory fish
have been removed or provided with fishways in recent years o There

are at least nineteen Irrigation diversions on the Entiat, of which
eighteen have been provided with fish screens, thus greatly increasing
the fishery production value of the streamo

Fish Tail Falls, located about 28 miles above the mouth, is one

of a series of"''low" falls and cascades which appears to be a barrier to

the upstream passage of fish during low water stages, particularly
since no salmon have been observed above this point o The gradient
and the amount of large rubble in the stream bed increased above

Fish Tail Fails j consequently this upper section is of little possible

value to salmon, although a few steelhead trout may ascend at high

water stages

«
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Entiat Falls, approximately 33 miles above the mouth, is 10

feet high and a harrier to fish. Several additional falls 8-10

in height are located farther upstream.

The only important tributary to the Entiat is Mad River.

13A.. Mad Rivero— (Surveyed at various times, 1935-1947 3

Shuman, Whiteleather, and members of the Grnnd Coulee fish main-

tenance project.) Enters the Entiat River 11 miles above the

mouth. The stream is 25 miles long, of which 23 miles v/ere

surveyedo The stream channel is 30-40 feet wide near the mouth,

and the discharge ranges from 15 c.f.s. to several hundred c.f.s.

With the exception of' the lower l/2 mile, the gradient is steep,

being 270-315 feet per mile in some sections. The stream bed

is composed mainly of large rubble, and spawning areas are small

and scattered. Despite the turbulent nature of Mad River, it

was considered by local sportsmen to have been the principal

steelhead trout producer in the Entiat River system. This

run has been greatly depleted for many years. There are no

reports of a run of salmon into Mad River. The stream still

supports a large population of small rainbov/ trout.

Passage of migratory fish into Mad River was greatly

restricted for many years by the Harris mill dam on the main

Entiat just below the confluence of the two streams, as well

as by other obstructions on the lower main Entiat River.

However, steelhead are reported to have passed over the Harris

mill dam at high water stages when the flood gates were opened.

A low log dam about 2/3 mile upstream supplies an unscreened

irrigation diversion ditch carrying 6 1/2 c.f.s.

A plank dam 3 feet high located about 1 mile above the mouth

supplies a screened pipe line 12 inches in diameter leading to the

Harris lumber mill dam. Both of these dams are obstruction to fish

at low water stages.

All of the tributaries to Mad River are too small and too

steep to be of possible value to salmon.

13B, North Fork of Entiat River.— (Surveyed at various times,

1935-1947; Shuman, Whiteleather, and members of the Grand Coulee

fish maintenance project.) Enters the Entiat about 34 miles above

the mouth, above Entiat Falls, and extends through a deep narrow

canyon for a distance of about 10 miles. It is a typical steep,

turbulent mountain stream having a large amount of bedrock and

boulders and little possible spawning area in the stream bed.

It is 12-15 feet wide near the mouth and has an average discharge

of about 30 c.f.s. The stream is blocked 600 yards above the

mouth by three falls 10, 18, and 30 feet high. The North Fork

is of no value to salmon, and only of slight possible value to

steelhead. The stream section above the falls supports a good

resident trout population.
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Figure 9«— Sub-aree. f'ethow and Okanogtm River Systems
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PART 4

METHOW AND OKANOGAN MVER SYSTEJilS

Introcjuction

The Methow River has its source on the eastern slope of the

Cascade Moxmtains, and flows southeast to dir.charge into the

Columbia River at the town of Pateros, Washington. The drainage
area of the Methow is about 1,700 square miles, and includes an
extremely rugged, mountainous area in the headwaters. A large
part of the watershed is semi-arid, open, hilly country. The

fertile valley lands require irrigation for the best crop
production. Melting snow in the high headwaters section
maintains a good sustained flow in the upper part of the river.

However, the lower main stream and its tributaries become very
low in late summer because of irrigation demands.

The Methow River formerly supported large runs of chinook
and silver salmon and steelhead trout. From 1899 through 1914 a

hatchery was operated at Twisp by the State of Washington and

the Okanogan Country Game Comission. This hatchery collected
as many as 2,000,000 silver salmon eggs and about 70,000 chinook
eggs annually. However, in 1915 the Washington Water Power Company
constructed a dam at Pateros near the mouth of the river which was

not provided with fishways of any kind. Since the dam was impassable,

no fish could reach the hatchery. Therefore, it was moved downstream

to the damsite. Silver salmon eggs were taken at this new location,

although in smaller numbers than previously, and in addition 2 to 4

million steelhead eggs were taken annually. Practically no chinook

salmon eggs were handled by the hatchery during this time, as the

run had been virtually extenninated.

Egg taking was discontinued at this location in 1921. Several

attempts were made during the period 1926-1931 to introduce chinook
salmon from other hatcheries. These fish were nearly all late fall-
rxm salmon taken from tributaries relatively near the mouth of the

Col\jmbia, and apparently there was no return to the Methow River '

from these plantings. By 1930, when the power dam at Pateros had
been rremoved, the run of silver salmon had all but disappeared, and
the rwci of steelhead was very small. At the time of the first stream

survey in 1935, a few spring chinook salmon were seen in the main
Methow and some of its tributaries.

The causes for the almost complete disappearance of the large

runs of salmon which formerly inhabited this river system are obvious

s

The mafiy open irrigation diversions resulted in the death of thousands
of young migr&nts annually, a fact which was pointed out by the Washington
State Commissioner of Fisheries as early as 1902. The diversion dams,

which were often impassable during low water stages, seriously hindered
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fish migration. The construction of the impassable power dam

near the mouth of the river in 1915 was the final hlcm in

reducing all of the runs t& a negligible quantity.

Prior to the inception of the Grand Coulee fish maintenance
project some of the diversions in the Methow watershed had been
screened, and the power dam had been removed. The Methow was

not included in the project fisheries transplantation program
until 1941, as the screening program was still under way.
However, in 1941 a program of annual liberations of artificially
propagated chinook salmon and steelhead trout was begun in the

Methow River.

The main stem of the river furnishes fair fishing for Dolly
Varden, rainbow, and cutthroat trout, and is rather heavily fished
by sportsmen. Chubs, suckers, whitefish, and Souawfish are abundant
in most of the stream.

Although the water of the Methow River is used extensively for
irrigation, it still is an important, usable stream, both as a

spawning and rearing area and as a migration route between the
Columbia River and the numerous tributaries of the Methow River
system.

The Okanogan River has its source in Canada, in Lake Okanogan,
and flows south through Lakes Skaha, Vaseaux, and Osoyoos, Lake
Okanogan is about 65 miles long and from 1 to 4 miles wide. Lake
Skaha is about 8 miles long and 1 to 2 miles wide, while Lake Vaseaux
is only about 3 miles long. The lowest lake in the series, Osoyoos,
is about 8 miles long. The International Boundary divides Lake
Osoyoos into two approximately equal parts, the lower half being in

the United States. From Lake Osoyoos the Okanogan River flows about
80 miles south to discharge into the Columbia River near Brewster,
Washington. Most of the broad Okanogan Valley, both in the United
States and Canada is cultivated.

The Okanogan was an important Indian fishing ground until fairly
recent times. As late as 1931 the natives built brush fishing weirs
across the lower part of the river near Monse, Washington, trapping
practically all adult salmon going upstream. This type of fishing,

however, was not carried on continuously in the Okanogan. In the
upper section of the river, in Canada, large numbers of bluebacks
were taken by the natives on the spawning grounds. The great
depletion of the large early-day runs of both chinook and blueback
salmon must be attributed mainly to a combination of over-exploita-
tion by the commercial fishery in the lower Col\jmbia and the destruc-
tive Indian fishery.

A counting weir was operated at the Oroville mill dam from 1935
to 1937, inclusive, for the purpose of ascertaining the number of

salmon that migrated beyond that point to spawn. The resultant
count was 264 bluebacks in 1935, 895 in 1936, and 2,162 in 1937,
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No significant number of chinooks passed the weir during any of

these years, and it is doubtful that a large number of this species

ever passed through Lake Osoyoos and spavmed above it.

From 1939 to 1943 inclusive, any anadromcus fish which might

have entered the Okanogan vfere trapped at Rock Island Darn. Many
of the bluebacks were hauled by tank truck to Lake Osoyoos, but

the chinooks were all placed in other stream systems. This was

in accordance with the program of the Grand Coulee Fish Main-
tenance Project necessitated by the construction of Grand Coulee

Dam.

Because of the high water temperature and the slight gradient

there are a large number and variety of rough fish in the river

below Lake Osoyoos. Squawfish ( Ptychocheilus oregonensis), carp

(Cyprinus carpio), bream (Richards onius balteatus), large -mouth

black bass (Aplites salmoides ), and several species of suckers,

chubs, whitefish, and "catfish are all found in varying abundance

in the stream.

Lake Osoyoos also has a number of resident fishes. Large-

mouth black bass, yellovj perch (Perca flavescens ), ling (Lota

maculosa), kokanee or silver trout (
Oncorhynchus nerka kennerlyi ),

and carp are all common. Some kamloops trout [s'alno gairdnerii

kamloops) are taken in this lake, but they are not abundant.

In the stream sections between the various lakes in the

Canadian portion of the river system there appear to be few

resident fish except carp and suckers. Trout are not abundant

in the main stream.

Lake Okanogan contains kamloops trout, kokanee or silver

trout. Rocky Mountain and eastern whitefish, and a groat variety
of rough fish such as sauawfish, carp, and suckers. Lakes Skaha

and Vaseaux also have kamloops trout and landlocked bluebacks,

as well as rough and spiny rayed fish.

At the present time the Okanogan 'River has the greatest

available, and potentially available habitat for blueback salmon

in the entire Columbia Ri^'er System. Blueback now utilize Lake

Osoyoos and some 8 miles of the river immediately above the lake

for rearing and spawning area. The construction of fishways at

the Lake Vaseaux diversion dam and at certain falls upstream
would make available considerably more area for the natural
propagation of this species.
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The Surrey

16. Methow River a—- (November - December, 1934, August
13-24, 1935, and March 16-17, 1938. Burrows, Christy,,' Hanavan,
Kolloen, Shuman, Suomela, and Whiteleather.) Enters the Columbia
River at the town of Pateros, Washingtono The main stream is

approximately 71 l/2 miles long, and was completely surveyedo

The discharge varies considerably, due to irrigation useo
Gaging-S'fcft'tion records for the water-year 1943-44 taken at Twisp,
about 39 river-miles above the mouth, show discharges ranging
from a maximxjm of 5,240 c.f.s. in May to a minimum of 145 Cof.So
in September o The water temperature in August ranges from 58°Fo
down to 47°Foj becoming colder upstream. The gradient is moderate,
about 22 feet per mile over the entire course. About half of the
stream bed is composed of medium and small rubble, and in general
the bottom conditions for spavming salmon are exceliento

There are two diversion dams on the main Methow River that
are sometimes impassable to migrating fish during times of low
flow. These are the Bolingor dam about 12 miles above the mouth,
and the Methow Valley Canal Company irrigation diversion dam
about 43 miles above the nouth»

In addition to these, there are three other dams that have been
of the same nature in the past, but now are passable c The lowermost
of these is the Parkinson irrigation dam, located about 24 miles above

the mouth. A section of this dam has been washed out and it is not ex-

pected to be replaced.

The second is the Foghorn irrigation and power dam about 49 miles
above the mouth. A fishway was installed at this dam in 1942.

The third is the Little Wetzel irrigation diversion dam located
about 54 miles above the mouth. This dam has been partially washed
out.

At the time of the original survey in August j, 1935, there were
26 irrigation diversions on the main Methow with flows ranging from

1/2 to 80 c.f.s. and withdrawing a total flow of more than 500 Cof.So
None of these ditches were screened at the time of the survey, but
the Washington State Fisheries Department has since succeeded in
screening all of the important diversions.

At present the main Methow River supports a fair spring run of

steelhead trout and small spring and summer runs of chinook salmcno

The stream is suitable for these races of fish, and with the aid of

artificial propagation the size of the runs has been inoreased© In

1946 the Yfinthrop hatchery trapped 1,074 chinooks. This is in
addition to a large number of chinooks that spawned in the river.
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16A« Gold Creek,— (April 30, 1937, Jobes and Baltzo.)
Gold Creek enters the Methow River approximately 20 miles above
the moutho The main stream is about 8 miles long, of which the
lower 3 1/4 miles were surveyed, up to the confluence of the
middle fork. The stream was about 2 5 feet v/ide at the mo\ith,

and was discharging about 40 c.f.s. at the time of the survey.
The water temperature was 50 F. at the mouth and 48°F. at the
upper terminus of the survey. The gradient in the section s\ir-

veyed is fairly steep, amounting to about 158 feet per mile.
There are numerous good resting pools, but few shallov; riffle
areas. About half of the stream bed in this section is composed
of medium and small rubble, and Eimounts to ebout 2 5,000 square
yards of this type bottom. However, because of the steep gradient
and numerous boulders, much of this is not suitable for spawning
s a Imon

.

There are three beaver dams in this section which might be
impassable at lov^ v/ater stages.

There are four irrigation diversions in the section surveyed.
Proceeding upstream, the first of these is found 1,015 yards above
the mouth. The ditch is 5 feet wide and 4 feet deep, with no
headgates. A low temporary diversion dnn is not a barrier to fish.
No water was being v/ithdrawn at the time of the survey, but it was
reported that for a period of several weeks beginning in August
the diversion takes the entire stream flow at that point.

The next diversion is located 1,515 yards above the mouth.
This ditch is about 4 l/2 feet wide and 2 l/2 feet deep. At the
time of observation the diversion was 7 inches deep. There is no
dam at this diversion.

The third diversion occurs 3,490 yards above the mouth. This

ditch is 5 feet wide and 10 inches deep. The diversion was 2 l/2
inches deep. The remains of a temporary v;ing dam at this point
would not hinder migratory fish.

The fourth diversion was found 4,120 yards above the mouth.
This is a small wooden flume 9 l/2 inches wide and 8 inches deep,
A small temporary dam in connection with this diversion was not
regarded as a barrier.

There were no fish protective devices in connection with any
of these diversions.

It was reported. by local residents that salmon and steelhead
have never entered Gold Creek, However, the stream supports a

resident trout population.

Because of the diversion of the entire stream flow for irrigation
during late summer and early fall, and also because of the steep gradientj
Gold Creek was considered to be of no present or potential value to

migratory fish.
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lo3o Twisp River »'°° (Auf^ust, 19353 Suomela and Shaman.)

Ths ThIsp RrTeT enter^ the Methow River at the town of Twisp,

38 river miles above tha mouth. Ttie stream is about 27 miles

long and was completely siirveyedo It is 40-JO feet -wide in' its

lower portion, and at the time of the survey its discharge was

about SO OofoSo a:; the confluence with the Methow. The water
tsmperature ranged from 60o5°Fo at the ihbuth to 47.5^8 near
the headwaters o The stream gradient is moderate for the lower .

24 miles,, ranging from 33 feet to 62 feet per mile. The upper
3 miles has a stasp gradient of about 190 feet per mile. There
is an adequate nijiiber jf large resting pools and sufficient shallow
riffles to ac-commoda-ce large runs of salmon and steelhead. Good
spawning areas occur practically throughout the entire length of

the stream, with the best spawning areas in .the central portion.
Trie stream bed oontains about 65 percent of medium and small
rubble^ amounting to about 380^000 square yards of - this type of
bottom. A large part of this was considered Suitable for spawn-
ing salmon.

Thars are no obstructions in the stream, and migratory fish
ar-a able to as send practically to the headwaters during most of

the year. Hwtrever, during late summer and early fall, when th«
^r.'^eam has a small fl^w and water is being- used £'or irrigation, the
Airy ditchj, located about i/2 mile above the mouth, takes the

entire flow. This situation limits the use of the stream to the
early runs of steelhead trout and chinook salmon

o

There were 18 irrigation diversions on the TWisp River at
ths time of the survey. Tnree were not in use,, and two of these
appeared to be abandoned. The aggregate withdrawal in August, 1335,
was 115 c.foSo The principal diversions are the Airy ditch, 18 c.f.s.,

the TTorth Side ditch, 15 c.f.s., the Methow Valley Canal, 50 c.f.s.,
end the Burke-Layman ditch, 23 c.f.s. Most of the major water diver-
sions now are acreaned.

The history of migratory fish in the Twisp River is much like
that of ths remainder of the Methow System. In the early years
great numbers Jf salmon utilized the spawning area in this stream
and its tributaries. However; the many dams and formerly unscreenfed

diversions in both the TWisp and the main Methow Rivers have caused
such unfavorable conditions that the only populations of migiatory
fish still using the stream when the runs were intercepted at Rock
Island Dam in 1939 were a few early run spring chinook salmon and
still Issser nranbers of steelhead trout. The stream is capable of

iupport'ing runs of several thousand salmon and steelhead. Rainbow
trout are fairly numerous^ although small, and Dolly Vardens are
common, especially in the headwaters.

16B-(1). War Creak.— (May, 1937, Jobes and Baltzo.) War
Creek enters the"'IVri.Bp River about 15 miles above the mouthj, and

is the largest tributary. The gradient is steep, and the stream
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bed is composed mainly of large rubble and boulders o Cascades

Occur through a large part of its course, and impossible falls

are located about a mile above the moutho l^ie stream maintains

a considerable flo^w throughout the year.. However, because of the

steep gradient, impassable falls, and lack of suitable spawning
area it was considered of little value to migratory fisho

16Co Chewack Rivero-- (August II-I65 1935.S Whiteleather,
Shuman, and Biirrows o) The Chewack River enters the Methow at
Winthrop, approximately 48 river miles above the moutho The

streajTi is abouc 40 miles long, of #iich the lower 38 miles were
surveyedo The stream is passable to salmon in the lower 32 1/2

miles, up to Chevmok Falls o In the lower section the stream was
40=»70 feet wide, and at the upper terminus of the survey it was
about 20 feet widSo The discharge at the mouth was about 100 Cof cS^

and in the middle sectionj, above all diversions, the flcm was about

20c OsfoSo The flow diminished rapidly in the upper section^ and

was reduced to 7 cofoSo at the upper end of the surveyo The water
temperature ranged from 53®F at the mouth to 43°'F in the upper
sectiorio The stream gradient in the lower 8 miles is 28 feet

per mileo It was estimated that the average gradient in the Icnner

30 miles was 42 feet per mile» and in the upper 7 1/2 miles surveyed

about 200 feet per milso There are numerous excellent salmon spawTi«=

ing areas well distributed throughout the courseo Resting pools are

few in the lower section, but are large and deepo Pools are smaller

and mors njaerous m the middle and upper sections o

The Fulton irrigation diversion dam, located approximately 3/4
mile above the mouth, is about 3 feet high and has an apron extending

8 feet dowTistreamo It is a barrier to migratory fish at low vmter

stages o

Tne Chewack irrigation diversion dam, located about 7 miles

above the mouthy is only 2 feet high, but is difficult for fish to

pass during the low water stages.

At the time of the survey there were five irrigation diversions

on the streamo The total amount of water diverted was about 150 Oof o3o

None of these were screened at the time of the survey, but all of the

large permanent diversions later were screened by the Washington State

Deparlanent of FisherisSo

The past history of this stream in regard to migratory fish is

the same as that of the rest of the Methow oystemo It was reported

that the Chewack was an excellent producing area for chinook salmon

in the early days and supported largs runs of tl-iat species o A run
cf steelhead trout persisted until the runs were intercepted at

Rock Islsuid on the main Columbia River in 1939o The former dams

and 'unscreened diversions on the main Methow River played a major

part in the depletion of these runso
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Rainbow, outthroat, Dolly Vardens, and Rocky Mcantain Wliitefish
are taken in the lower and middle sections of the rivaro Orily ?ain'-

bow trout are taken above Chevrack Palls

»

"Hie Chewack Rj.-yer is extremely well suited for the proji-jictioa

of early running varieties of chinook salmon and stselhead trouto

16C-(I)o Big Boulder Creek»~° (Ap;.»il 29, 1937, Jobes and
Baltsoo) Big Boulder Creek enters the Chewack River approximatsly
8 miles above the moutho The stream is about 13 miles long, of
which about 1 mile was sSsa-vayecl \:p to an impassabla falls 20 feet
in heighto The stream was 27 fee": wide at the mouth, and was
discharging about 14 cf.So on the date of observationo Tna water
temperature was 470Fo at the moutho The gradient is fairly steepj
estimated to be about 125 fset in the mile sarveysdo Tb.e possible
spawning area is confined to small scattered patches, fend the
stream does not appear attractive as a salmon spamTiing, araao More
than half of the streaai bad is composed of large rubbleo

No salmon or steelheads were found or rsportsdo The stream
is of little possible value to migratory fisho

16C~(2)o Ei gh ttp-i 1 a Creek »-» (April 29, 1937, Jobes and
BaltzOo) Eightmila Creek enters the Chewack River approximately
10 1/2 miles above the moutho The stream is about 17 miles longo

In the lower 1/2 mile it flc^ws through a relatively flat valley,
and the stream bed in this section contains some spawning t..reao

The stream was about 15 feet wide and discharging about 15 CofoSo
at the time of observationo This was probably a mintmura flow,
since the spring run=off had not started., TVo impassable beaver
dams were found within 500 yti'rds •aaf ihe moutho An extremely
steep canyon begins about 1/2 mile above the mouth and extends
for about 2 miles o A dam 3 feet in height is located at the
lower end of the canyono TWo diversions occur near this point,
one just above and one just below the damo Tiie lower ditch
provides water for a UoSo Forest Service Guard Station, and is

provided with a fish screen« Several impassable beaver dams

were also found in the osmyono There is practically no sii.itabla

spawning area in the canyon, as the stream flov/s in steep cascades

over bedrock and boulders » Above tias canyon the gradient decreasesp

but beaver dams are mjmerous in the flat, upper meadoj^So Wo migratory
fish were seen or reported, and the stream is of no significant im-

portance as a potential salmon producero

16C-(3)o TWentymjLla Creeko-» (April 29, 1937, Jobes and
BaltsOo) Ttifentjnalle Creek enters a small side-channel of the

Chewack River approximately 19 miles above the moatiio Impassable

beaver dams on this sid©=efe&jmel both above and below the mouth of

Twentymrtls Creek render the latter stream entirely inaccessible to

migratory fisho The stream ia about 11 miles longo In the lorwer

mile through the Chewack Valley the grad'5t^»t is moderate to steep.
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with a very limited amount of spawning area occurring between
cascades o About 75 percent of the stream bed in this section
consists of large rubble and boulders. Above this point the
stream flows through a rocky gorge where the gradient is very
steep,, and there is no suitable spa-vpiing area. At the lower
end of this gorge there is an impassable falls 25 feet high.
The discharge near the mouth was estimated to be 10 Cof.s. The

flow is fairly constant throughout the year, except for sudden
spring freshets

J
which raise the water level several feet and

flood the lower valley <> The streeim is of little potenitalmlue
as a salmon producero

16C='(4)o Lake Creeko— (August 28-29, 1935, Whiteleather,
Shuman, and Burrows ») Jjeike Creek enters the Chewack River
approximately 2 3 miles above the mouth o The stream extends
for about 6 miles to Black Lake* This lake is about 1 mile
long and slightly less than l/4 mile wide. The stream extends
for about 8 miles above the upper end of Black Lake, and here
is often called Upper Lake Creeko The stream was surveyed from
its confluence with the Chewack to a point about 1 l/2 miles
upstream from the lake, where it is blocked by a combination of
a rock slide and log jam 4 feet high and 40 feet long forming a

total barrier to migratory fish. Lake Creek was 24 feet wide nftar the
mouth, and was discharging about 16 c.f .s. The vreiter temperature
was 52°?. at the mouth, 62^, at the surface of the lake, and 45°F,
in the stream just above the upper end of the lake. The gradient
is fairly steep in the lower section, and was estimated to be about
80 feet per mile from the mouth to the lake. There are numerous
cascades, some of which might be difficult for the passage of salmon©
There is some possible spawning area in scattered patches between small
pools and cas cades o A storage dam 2 feet high at the outlet of the lake
would be a barrier to migratory fish at low water stages.

The gradient in the surveyed section of Upper Lake Creek was esti-
mated to be 25-30 feet per mile. This short section up to the impassable
log and rock jam seemed to offer some good spawning area for salmono

No salmon or steelheads were found anywhere in the stream, and it
was reported that r\ms of these species never has been known to entero
The stream appears to be of no great potential importance to salmon.

16D. Wolf Creek o— (May 1937j Jobes and Baltzo.) Wolf Creek
enters the Methow River 2 l/2 miles above Wlnthrop, or approximately
50 1/2 miles above the mouth. It is a good size stream, about 13 miles
long. In the lower part of its course it flows through the cultivated
Methow Valley o Most of the flow is diverted through a flume into
Patterson Lake. The normal water level of this lake has been raised
32 feet by a dam at the outlet in order to increase the storage capacityo
Only enough water is allov/ed to pass the Patterson Lake diversion to
comply with the irrigation rights of farms along the stream below that
point. As a result the stream is entirely dry at its confluence with
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the Methow River except during the spring run=off period usually

occurring in Mayo For this reason the stream is of no value to

migratory fisho

16E. Goat Creek *— (May 4, 1937; Jobes and Baltzo.) Goat

Creek enters the lieth.avr River two miles below Mazama, or approxi-

mately 60 miles above the mouth. The stream is about 13 miles

longo It was estimated to be discharging about 150 cof.s. at the

time of observation at the height of the spring run-off,, In the

lower section the gradient is moderate to steep, and the stream

contains a fair amount of spsvming area. There are several

diversions for the irrigation of farms along the lovier part of

the course. These diversions take the entire flow during the

summer and early fall. The stream was considered to be of no

value to salmon under these conditions.

16F» Early Winters Creek .— (September 6-8, 1935? Whiteleather,

Shomanj, and Burrows
.
) Early Winters Creek pnters the Methow River

approximately 64 miles above the mouth. The stream is about 18

miles long, of which the lower 11 1/^ miles were surveyed. It is

readily accessible to migratory fish for a distance of 7 miles above

the mouth. At this point there is a falls 20 feet high which is

impassable except possibly to steelheads at high water stages. The

stream was 20-30 feet wide in the lower section, and was discharging

about 35 c.f .s. at the time of the survey. The water temperature

ranged from 50*^ « to 5 3°F« The gradient is fairly steep and was

estimated to be about 120 feet per mile. The flow is almost con-

tinuously rapid, and small cascades are ntonerous. Spawning areas

are extremely limited, the stream bed containing a large amount of

boulders and large rubble. There are two irrigation diversions,

both unscreened, in the lower part of the stream. One, the Early

Winters irrigation ditch, was withdrawing about 25 c.f.s,, and the

other was taking about 2 l/2 c.f.s. No salmon or steelheads were

seen or reported. However, it is a good size stream, and it is

of some potential value, especially to steelhead trout.

16F-(l)o Cedar Creek .-- (September 6, 1935 j Whiteleather.)

Cedar Creek enters Early Vfinters Creek approximately 5 miles above

the moutho The stream is about 7 l/2 miles long^, of which the lower

2 miles surveyed up to a series of three impassable falls having

heights of 2o', 45, and 30 feet. The stream had an average width of

22 feet in the section surveyed, and rises 3-4 feet during the spring

ran-off. The water temperature ranged from 52°F. to 53°F. The gradient

is very steep, and was estimated to be more than 350 feet per mile. The

stream consists of an almost continuous series of steep cascades. The

stream bed contains a large amount of mediim and small rubble, but is

almost entirely unsuitable for salmon spawning because of the steep

gradient. No salmon or steelhead were seen or reported, and the stream

was considered of little importance to migratory fish.
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16G. Lost RiTero"- (August 15, 31, and September 1, 19355
Tffhite leather, Shunian, and Burrovrso) Lost River enters the Methosr

River approximately 70 miles above the moutho The stream is about
22 miles long, of which the lower 7 miles were surveyad ~ip to an
impassable rook slide 20 feet high and extending completely aorosa
the river just above the confluence of Monument Creeko There is a

high impassable falls near the confluence of Drake Creek approxi-
mately 12 miles above the moutho Lost River was about 50 feet wide
near the mouthj, and was discharging about 120 CofoSo on August 15,

1935. The water temperature ranged from 49°Fo to 51°Fo The
gradient is moderate to steep, with numerous cascades a Good
spawning areas are most extensive in the lower 4 miles, up to the

confluence of Eureka Creeko Above this point the possible spayrning

areas are of poorer quality, the greater part of the stream bed
being composed of large rubble.

Lost River was at one time heavily populated with chinook
salmono Indians from the surrounding regions foraierly went there
to obtain their winter supply of these fishc Local residents consider
Lost River to have been next in importance to the Chewack River &3
a salmon produoero The unfavorable conditions fonnerly imposei on
the lower Methow River, and especially the impassable pov/er dam built
at Pateros in 1915, resulted in the virtual extermination of the runs
into Lost River o The stream is of great potential value in any
fisheries rehabilitation program for the Methow systemo

16G-(1) Eureka Creeko— (September, 19355 Whiteleather,
Shuman, and Burrows o) Eureka Creek enters Lost River approximately
4 miles above the' mouth. It is a good size stream, about 14 miles
long, and forks about 6 miles above the moutho It was surveyed for
a distance of only 3/4 miles, up to an impassable fails 35 feet high«
The gradient is steepo It is not an important stream to migratory
fisho

16H» Robinson Creek o-° (May 4, 1937$ Jobes and Baltzo.,)

Robinson Creek joins the West Fork of the Methow to form the main
Methow River approximately 71 l/2 miles above the moutho It i£

about 8 miles long. At the time of obsenration, during the peak
of the spring ran=off, the stream was over its banks and discharging
more than 200 Cof oSo It maintains a fair flow throuthout the yearo
The gradient is steep over most of che coarse, with almost ssontiMuous

oasoades falling over predominantly large rabble© Suitable spawning
area for salmon and steelheads is very limited, and the stream is of

little potential value to migratory fish.

i6Io West Fork, Me thow Rivera— (September 2-4, i935j Suomela,
Burrows, and YfhitelaathftrTF The West Fork Joinis Robinson Creek to

form the main Methow River approximately 71 i/2 miles above the
moutho The stream is about 17 miles long, of which 12 miles were
surveyed. It is ac.-jassible for a diatanoe of about 9 miles abovei

the mouth, up to two falls 11 feet and 8 feet high t'nat are impassable
to migratory fish, with the possible exception of ateelheads at high
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Tfratero About 1 mile upstream from the falls there is a log jam 20
feet high, which is completely filled in with sand and rooks so as
form a total barrier to fish* There is one irrigation diversion
located about i/2 mile above the moutho At the time of observation
this ditch was withdrawing about 9 cf.So, and was not screened*
However, it is reported that it is now screened^, The stream was
32 feet wide at the mouth and was discharging more than 40 Cef«s»
at the time of observationo At the upper ond of the survey the
stream was only 12 feet wide and was flowing about 12 CefeSc The

water temperature ranged from 53°F« near the mouth to 47 F© in the

upper sectiono Th^ stream gradient is steep, being 150=250 feet
per mile, and cascades are numerous-. Good spawning area is very
limitedo It was reported by loc&l residents that the West Fork
had never supported significant runs of salmon or steelheads. The

stream appeared to be of little potential value for the production
of salmon. It is possibly of some value to steelhead trout.

18o Okanogan River e°° (December, 1934, Suoraela and Christyjs
August; 1936, Hanavan and Whiteleather^) Enters the Columbia River
near Brewster, Washingtono The river extends for 80 miles to Lake
OoOyoos, on the International Boiindary, continuing upstream into

Canada about 40 miles farther to its source in Lake Okanogan*

The river system within the United States was entirely surveyed,
and permission was obtained for several fishery reconnaissance
expeditions into Canada

»

The discharge from the Okanogan varies considerably throughout
the water-year. Records of the Ua, S» Geological Survey for the

water-year 1943-44 taken at a point 5 i/2 miles south of Tonasket,

Washington, or approximately 50 miles above the mouth, give a

HiELxirn'om discharge of 10,000 cof.Se in Jtme, esid a minimum discharge
of 225 c.foSo in January*

The s\jmraer temperatures of the Okanogan River are extremely
high, often reaching the high seventies below Lake Osoyooso

The stream gradient is generally slight throughout the entire

course. A considerable amount of water is taken from the river

between the mouth and Lake Osoyoos, but it is all withdrawn by
means of pumps. The intaks of these pumps are all screened to

keep out trash, and none of them are large* Therefore, it is

believed that they do no damagd'to fishc

The Zosel mill dam, located at Oroville, is about 4 feet high*

It recently has been provided with an improved f ishway.

The diversion dam about 8 miles above Oliver, British Columbiap

and below Lake Vaseaux is the present upper terminus of fish migrations*

This dam is about 6 feet high, and is a total .barrier to fish. It

was reported that the dam once was provided with a fishway, which was
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usually dry or otherwise impassable. It was reported that no
significant number of bluebacks ever had been seen above the
dam. The dam diverts about 170 c.f .s, of water into an un-
screened canal for irrigation purposes

«

Just below Lake Skaha there is a cascade=type falls about
30 feet highj, which appears to be a barrier to fisho There is

also a low impassable dam at the outlet of Lake Okanogan which
has no fishwayo The towns of Okanogan, Omak, Tonasket, and
Oroville all discharge some raw sewage into the river.

Two species of salmon, blueback and chinook, inhabit this
river systemo There is also sane evidence that steelhead trout
utilize the lower portion of the river to a limited extent. The
bluebacks ascend the river and, after ripening in Lake Osoyoos,
spawn in the lake and in the lake section extending upstream to
the impassable dam located about 8 miles above Oliver, British
Columbiao The upper 20 miles of this 25 mile stream section
consists almost entirely of excellent spawning riffles inter-
spersed with resting pools.

Apparently Lake Osoyoos was originally one of the chief
producers of blueback salmon in the Coltimbia River system.
A number of plantings of adult blueback salmon and fingerlings
have been made in Lake Osoyoos by the U» S. Fish and TJlldlife
Service. There have been good returns of several thousand
adults from this program, and it appears that a good run has
been reestablished. In recent years the runs of chinook salmon
entering the Okanogan River have not been large. The chief chinook
spawning areas are located in the lower 16 mileS| up to the town
of Malott, £ind for a distance of a few miles downstream from Lake
Osoyoos. The former good runs of this species which entered the
Okanogan in order to ascend such tributaries as Salmon Creek and
Omak Creek have been exterminated, except for a few fish utilizing
the lower Similkameen River*

18A. Chiliwist Creek«-° (August, 1936 j Hanavan and Wiite leather.)
Chiliwist Creek enters the Okanogan River approximately 14 l/2 miles
above the mouth. It is a small stream, flowing through a deep ravine
between barren hills in its lower reaches, and is entirely diverted
for irrigation. Small springs maintain a meager flow in the lower
1/2 mile. The stream is of no possible value to salmono

I8B0 Loup Loup Creek.— (August, 1936 1 Hanavan and TThite leather c)
Loup Loup Creek enters the Okanogan River approximately 16 miles above
the mouth. Its watershed consists for the most part of barren or
sage covered hills ^ with some pine forest in the upper section. The
flow is continuous only in the upper section, and was estimated to
b© about 10 cofoSo on August 1, 1936. The entire flow is diverted
for irrigation into the broad Okanogan Valley. There are two storage
reservoirs, and the creek no longer joins the Okanogan River. The
stream is of no present or potential value to anadromous fisho
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18C» Salmon Creeko— (August, 1936; Hanavan and Whiteleather.)

Salmon Creek enters the Okanogan Pfiver approximately 2 5 miles above

the moutho The stream is about 25 miles long. The Conconully

Reservoir Dam located about 16 miles above the mouth, is a total

barrier to fish. This dam was completed by the Bureau of Reclamation

in 1916. A similar, smaller dam is located on a tributary a short

distance above the Conconully Dam. The purpose of these dams is

to store water for use during the irrigation season, and to this

end practically the entire flow is impounded. Only a small amount

of ''Vfasted'* water may reach the Okanogan River during exceptionally

high run-off stages. During the irrigation season all the water

released from the reservoirs is taken out by irrigation diversions,,

Therefore there is never any significant flow in the lower portion

of the creek. This has resulted in the complete extermination of

salmon and steelhead in the stream*

Before the completion of the irrigation project Salmon tlreek

supported a large run of chinook salmon, for a stream of its size.

It was important to the Indians as a fishing place, and the natives

dried many salmon there, but it is now of no further use to migratory

fish.

18D. Omak Creek .— (April 27, 1937; Baltzo and Jobes.) Omak

Creek enters the Okanogan River approximately 31 l/2 miles above the

mouth. The stream is about 25 miles long, of which the lower 3/4

mile was surveyed, up to an impassable mill dam 16 feet in height.

The stream was 15 feet wide at the mouth, and was discharging 30

c.f.s. at the time of the storvey. The water temperature was 55°F,

at the mouth. The gradient is moderate, and was estimated to be

50-60 feet per mile. There were about 4,000 sauare yards of medium

and small rubble constituting 52 percent of the stream lied in the

section surveyed. A large part of this was considered to be suitable

salmon spawning area. There are two irrigation ditches in the section

surveyed. Neither of these is screened to prevent loss of fish. The

ditches were not in use at the time of the survey, and the diversion

dams were not barriers to fish. However, it was reported that in

late siunmer the lowermost ditch, about 400 yards above the mouth,

withdraws the entire flow remaining in the stream bed at that point,

and the diversion dam at that time is a total barrier.

The stream section above the lumber mill dam contains little

potential salmon spawning area. The St. Mary's Mission diversion dam

is located at the lower end of a steep gorge about 5 miles above

the lumber mill dam. This dam is 5 feet high, and is constructed

on the crest of a bedrock slope or cascade having a drop of 12

feet. The upper steep cascade section through the rocky gorge

is composed almost entirely of bedrock and large rubble, and is

of no possible value to salmon.

Chinook salmon and steelhead trout were reported formerly to

have spawned in small numbers up to the mill dam. These runs were

necessarily included in the trapping 'of fish at Rock Island Dam
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from 1939=>1943 inclusive, and were transferred to other streams o

There are no reports of salmon in Omak Creek in recent years.
Fair trout fishing is reported in the upper section.

Because of the obstructions noted and the diversion of water
for irrigation, Omak Creek is of little present or potential value
to migratorj"- fish.

I8E0 Bonaparte Creek.— (August, 1936 1 Hanavan and Whiteleather.)
Bonaparte Creek enters the Okanogan River approximately 55 l/2 miles
above the mouth, at Tonasket, Washington. The stream extends for more
than 25 miles to its source in Bonaparte Lake. The watershed is hilly,
with barren sagebrush covered land and a few irrigated ranches in the
lower section, and open pine forests along the upper reaches. The

stream gradient is moderate. The earth banks have covered the stream
bed with a large amount of mud and sand. Practically the entire
flow is utilized for irrigation, and little water ever reaches the
mouth of the stream. Bonaparte Creek is of no present or potential
value to migratory fish.

18F. Similkameen River .— (August 26, 1936 j Hanavan and
Whiteleather.) The Similkameen River enters the Okanogan River
approximately 75 miles above the mouth, or 2 miles below Lake
Osoyooso It is the principal tributary to the Okanogan, the

greater part of its course being in Canada. The stream was
surveyed only for a distance of about 6 miles, up to a falls 15

feet high, which is at least a barrier at low water. There is an
impassable power dam 65 feet high located 100 yards above the falls.
The Similkameen is a large stream, its flow being almost three times
as great as that of the Okanogan at their confluence. The stream
was 210 feet wide at the mouth at the time of observation. Gaging—
station records for the water—year 1943-44 taken at a station 12

miles above the mouth give a maximum flow of 9,510 c.f.s., in
June, and a minimum flor/ of 250 c.f.s. in January. The mean
yearly flow was 1,475 c.f.s. The summer water temperatures are
high in the lower section, the temperature at the mouth on August
26, 1936 being 71 p. The stream gradient is moderate. The lower
1 1/2 miles up to the highway bridge contains a large amount of
good spawning area, v/ith excellent spawning riffles throughout.
Above this point the river extends through a steep, rocky canyon
for about 10 miles. In this section the streeim consists mainly
of large pools and cascades. The bottom consists chiefly of bedrock
and large rubble, and there is little possible spawning area. Brief
inspections of the stream in the valley section above the canyon
showed extensive potential salmon spawning areas.

There is one large water diversion in the canyon above the
power deun. This ditch withdraws more than 100 c.f.s. for irrigation
use in the Okanogan Valley near Oroville, and is unscreened.

The low wing dam in connection with the diversion would not be

an obstruction in the event that this section is made accessible to

migratory fish.
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A large gold mine is located about 10 miles above the mouth
of the Similkameen River. A catch-basin designed to hold the
cyanide waste product has been long since filled, with a subsequent
overflow directly into the river. It was reported that samples of

river water taken as far as 9 miles downstream from the mine had
been found to contain a cyanide compound. The effects of this
waste product on fish in the stream have not been detennined.
However, Fish and Wildlive Service stream surveyors have recovered
several dead salmon near the mouth of the stream which had not
spawned and showed no signs of any external injuries.

The 6 mile stream section from the mouth to the falls and

power plant supported a small run of chinook salmon prior to

1939, when trapping was begun at Rock Island Dam on the main
Columbia River. Some blueback salmon also attempted fomerly
to ascend the Similkameen. In 1936 about 500 bluebacks were
found in the stresim, all of them having died without spavming.
These fish may have been part of the run which normally ascends
the Okanogan to spawn above Lake Osoyoos. A few steelhead trout

have been observed in the lov/er section. Squawfish, suckers, white=
fish, Columbia River chubs, and carp are abundant. The stream has

been stocked several times below the dam with rainbow and eastern
brook trout, by the Washington State Game Commission. Local sports-
men blame the numerous predatory species and the high summer tem-
peratures for the poor results of these plantings. Since the cessation
of the fish trapping at Rock Island Dam in 1943 a few chinooks and
bluebacks again have entered the stream.

The Similkameen is of little present value in the production of

salmon. However, it is of great potential value to chinook salmon
and steelhead trout, and possibly of some potential value to blue-
back salmon. The utilization of the full salmon production capacity
of the stream is primarily dependent on the providing of passage for

fish over existing barriers, the screening of diversions and the

elimination of pollution.

18F.(1). Sinlahekin Rivero-- (Not surveyed) The Sinlahekin

River empties into Palmer Lake. The o\itlet from Palmer Lake is called

Palmer Creek, and flows for 2 miles from the lake to its confluence

with the Similkameen River at a point approximately 20 miles above

the mouth of the latter stream*

Ifelmer Lake is about 5 miles long. It supports a population of

landlocked blueback salmon called silver trout, and some eastern
brook and rainbow trout, as well as rough fish. It has some potential

value to salmon as a possible rearing area for bluebacks.

The Sinlahekin extends for approximately 27 miles above Palmer

Lake. It loses the grep ter part of its flow to unscreened irrigation

diversions during the simmer months. It was reported that the upper

part of the stream furnishes fair fishing for rAinbow and eastern brook

trout

o
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The Sinlahekin is inaccessible to salmon at present. The

upper part of the stream was not adequately examined, but may
contain some potential spavming area.

PART 5

NOTES ON THE COLUMBIA RIVER PM) ITS TRIBUTARIES

ABOVE GRSiND COULEE DAM

The Columbia River enters the United States from Canada above
Kettle Falls, and extends for some 300 miles nearly due north above
the border, amid steep mountain ranges. It then loops back in a

southerly direction for nearly another 200 miles to its point of

origin in Columbia Lake. Since salmon are known to have ascended
to within a few miles of this lake, and since the area developed
more slowly than did the lower river areas, it is desirable to in=
elude a brief repo'rt on the upper main river and its history. Much
of this information was obtained from W. D. Layman's "The Columbia
River" and Lo R. Freeman's "Down the Columbia", both of which deal
with this upper section in some detail,

Salmon was a staple in the diet of the early settlers on the

upper Columbia, and in later years, at least, many were bought from
the Indians who had always taken fish for their own use and to trade

with other tribes, particularly in the area around Kettle Falls.

Since boats have plied most of the river at one time or another
since the days of the Voyageurs, and since salmon could, of course,
go anywhere that boats could make their way, it is not surprising
to find that they have ascended nearly the entire 1,300 miles of

the Coltjmbia. In 1881 Lieutenant Symons ran the 350 miles from
just below Kettle Falls to the Snake on a Government survey party
batteau. Captain McDermid later took the small sternwheel steamer
"The Shoshone* down the same stretch from Kettle Falls. In December
of 1865, Captain Lew White launched the boat "Forty Nine'* at Colville,

Washington and ascended the Columbia for 160 miles until he met ice at
the head of the lower Arrov/ Lake. In the same year a party of 18 miners

built a sailboat at Colville, Washington and with some portaging ascended
the entire upper Columbia River to Columbia Lake, a trip of nearly 550

miles J
hauled their boat across Canal Flats to the Kootenay River and

descended that furious stream to Fort Steele on Wild Horse Creek. Before

1900 there were regular steamers on both the Kootenay and Arrow Lakes.

Grand Coulee Dam, at 595 miles above the mouth of the Columbia,

ponded the river to form Roosevelt Lake, which extends almost to the

Canadian boundary. From the damsite to Kettle Falls, a distance of

103 river miles, the river was formerly a fast-flowing stream for the
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most part. Hells Gate, a basaltic construction barrier at river
miie 616 had 3 main rapids, the upper being very fast, crooked
and dangerous. A fair current existed in stretches between
the smaller drops of Hawk Creek, French and Middle Rapids.
Spokane Rapids at river mile 6 38 had a steep pitch but was
straight, and Freeman went through it on a log raft at an
estimated speed of 20 miles per hour in late October, 1920t>

Near Gerome Creek, 15 miles above, there was a current of

about 3 miles per hour, and here he caught a 50-pound chinook
salmon on a pike pole (the fish apparently had been weakened
by spawning activities). At the San Foil Bar he saw Colville

Reservation Indians fishing for salmon, the *crooked-nose dogs"

(actually chinook) of the final run on October 24th. The river
was broad and shallow for a few miles below Grand Rapids, (locally
known as Rickey's Rapids) which were located 5 miles below Kettle

Falls at river mile 692, Grand Rapids dropped 12 feet in 1,200 yards

and was filled with hugh basaltic boulders, like pepper, making them

very dangerous for any boat.

Kettle Falls at river mile 698 was in two parts, the lower fall

dropping 10 feet in l/4 mile as a tumbling cascade. The upper main
fall was divided by a rocky island into two channels. The right or

main channel had a vertical drop of 15 feet at low water, but the

left channel looped around in a rapid with savage boils and whirls

in an elbow called "the chandiere** by the Voyageurs. Early investi-

gators report that salmon (chinook) formerly spawned in great numbers

on gravel bars in the main river just below Kettle Falls, particularly

toward the right side of the river. They were also reported to have

spawned near the mouths of several tributaries in this area. (Gilbert

and Everman, 1894) Mr. J. A. Meyers, a resident in the area between

1866 and 1894, is quoted as reporting that the salmon reached the falls

in June, and in great nxmibers . The run continued xrntil October, there

having been a preliminary pesik of the run in June (probably fish going

through to the upper reaches of the river for the most part), with

another later increase culminating in the appearance of the largest

nianbers of fish during the latter half of August. Prior to 1878,

millions of fish were reported ascending the falls each year. A

considerable decrease was noticeable after that date, although there

were ^ood runs in some years up to 1882, By 1894 the upper river runs

were relatively small, although there were still thousands of fish.

Salmon evidently got over the falls with some delay and effort during

low water periods, but the earlier arrivals apparently reached the

falls and passed them during the high-water period of the spring

run-off. Indians had always netted fish at the falls, using large

wicker jump-baskets that formerly took up to 300 fish in each of

the two or three daily hauls or raises, and thousands of salmon

were formerly used for winter food and for trade. The Falls ?ias

now been entirely flooded out by the backwaters of Grand Coulee Dajn*

There were slack water stretches both above and helovr the

"Little Dalles" some 20 miles above Kettle Falls and just below

Northport. There the river "stood on edge** to race through two
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channelSs ons less than 200 feet wide and the other 40 feet
wide<> The huge whirlpool found below where the two channels
came together was one of the most violent on the entire
Columbia, for it swallowed whole logs and trees vrhich later
appeared nearly a mile below rounded and scoured smooth.

Except for one or two shallow bars, there was deep, swift
water for the next 30 miles to Rock Island Rapids, located 2

miles below Trail, BoC, which were similar to, but not quite
as bad, as The Little Dalles o Freeman averaged 9 miles per hour
in his boat for the 19 miles between Castlegar and Trail, B.C.,
there being a steamer channel between the gravel islands of
China Bar. The latter may possibly have afforded spawning areas
for salmon. Kootenay Rapids, just below Castlegar, were l/2 mile
of white water with a multitude of black rocks.

The Arrow Lakes occupy former deep, glaciated river valleys
and together are about 100 miles in length and 2 l/2 to 3 miles
wide. A narrow 16-mile long channel connects the two lakes, and
steamers run from one end of the lakes to the other. The lake
shores are often precipitous, although there are occasional bays
suid smooth shores on which dairy and fruit ranches are located,
most of these being on the slightly less rugged, lower lake shores.
The lower lake has moderately high mountains bordering it; the upper
lake has the snowcapped mountain banks of the Monachee Range on the
wast, and the Slocan C/roup of the Selkirks on the east. The Selkirk
Range has a greater snowfall than do the Rockies. At Glacier it
averages 35 feet, and usually lies at least 4 to 8 feet deep from
October to April. Therefore, althoygh most of the streams have a

plentiful supply of water throughout the year, they are pften
cloudy with glacial silt. It is evident that few of the cascading
tributary streams in this mountainous section could be ascended for
any distance by salmon. Blueback salmon are said formerly to have
ascended to the Arrow Lakes region, but no data have been obtained
as to any spawning areas that they may have used in this section.

The river is broad and there is no fast water in the 30 miles
from upper Arrovr Lake to the town of Revelstoke, but in the next
55 miles to Death Rapids and Goldstream confluence there are 3

very turbulent rapids. Revelstoke Canyon, at the lower end of this
latter stretch, is a deep gorge, the walls being about 100 feet aparto
The river in the canyon is at least 150 feet deep, and the current
has a great velocity. Sand Slide Uapids at the heed of the canyon is

a fast rolling stretch of water. There are broader and quieter stretches
of deep water between Rock Point, Priest and Death Rapids. The Canadian
Priest Rapids are said to be the fastest on the main Columbia, v;ith a

current of over 20 miles per hour, but they are straight and the water
is deepe Death Rapids are very rougb,v/ith rolling waves 12 to 15 feet
high and abundant boils and whirlpools.
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In the 40-odd miles from Death Rapids to Boat Encampment

at the mouth of the Canoe River on the Big Bend, there are 3

more rapids. Rocks lide Ranids just above Death Rapids are at
the narrov/est point on the whole Columbia below V/indermere Lake,

the river narrovdng to 70 feet in width betv/een nearly per-
pendicular rook walls, with a sharp bend at the foot of the chute.

One mile above is Twelve t.'ile Rapids, which is white water but not
as rough as those below. Gordon Rapids further up is a vicious

tumble of wild, white water, but has a fast and comparatively
clear back channel.

At the Big Bend, the Canoe River empties in a chocolate
brown flood, and Wood River also discolors the Columbia. Above
this point the Columbia has sparkling clonr water, where it was
translucent in the canyons below.

In the first 5 miles above the Canoe River, the Columbia
is deep and swift, vdth a current of 8 to 12 miles per hour
betvffeen boulder banks or cliffs in a timbered canyon. The

next 16 miles have a fall of 260 feet in the long Kinbasket
Rapids, a chain of small, successive rapids, Kinbasket Lake,

at the head of the rapids, is 6 to 7 miles long and x to 2 miles
wide. A slight current is noticeable, and a big eddy at the

upper end colleots all the drift of the upper river, just as

did "Deadman's Eddy* just above Northport, Yfeshington.

There is a drop of 64 feet in the 16 miles immediately
above Kinbasket Lake followed by Surprise Rapids, which have

a total drop of 100 feet in 3 l/2 miles. The upper cascades
has the greatest fall, 21 feet in 750 feet. There is an 8

mile-an-hour current betv/een this and the second cascade, l/2

mile belov/, which has a drop of 15 feet in 1200 feet. At the

third cascade there is a drop of 25 feet in 2500 feet, and the

stream is choked with barely submerged rocks. A power dam has

been proposed to be located below the rapids; it would back
water tc Beavermovth over 20 miles upstream.

Except for a bir riffle known as Eight Mile Rapids, the

Columbia generally flows auietly in a widening valley for the

next 50 miles to Golden, B. C. In the 90 miles betv/een Golden
and the foot of Windermere Lake there is but 25 feet of fall,

so that the winding river is hardljr more than a series of lagoon-
like stretches with a current of from 1 to 4 miles per hour. Lake

7?indermere is a wider basin on the plateau and is about 10 to 12

miles long. Several miles of faster river channel connect it with
ColimbiP. Lake which is similar to Windermere Lake. There is a

smaller emba^Tnent abo-^^e Colvinbia Lake knovm as Mud Lake, and the

river above this is of small volume but is continuously fed by
springs and seepage in the vicinity of Canal Flats. The entire
area from Golden to Canal Flats is on a wide, nearly flat, saucer-
shaped, moiintain-bordered plateau, rather thinly settled by ranchers
and farmers,
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Professor Dawson^ the eminent Canadian geologist, believes
the section of the Colimbia above the mouth of Blue River and
Donald Canyon^ located some 30 miles below Golden, B.C., was
formerly united with the Kootenay River. A 'lalSer^ii , slight tilting
of the earth's surface took place which was sufficient to change
the drainage of Columbia Lake to the north and dovm the present
Columbia's course^ and form the present upper lagoon and lake
sectiono The Kootenay, which is a sizeable stream at this point,
now passes within a mile of the Columbia at Canal Flats, but goes
in the opposite direction and a* aii' /oievation of bhly 9< feet higher
than the Columbiao During high water periods, the Kootenay flooded
into the Columbia on the flats and at such tines in the past, salmon
and other fish that had always been unable to ascend the falls in
the lov;er Kootenay may possibly have entered and spread through the
Kootenay from the tipper Col\mibia River at 'Canal Flats p In the latter
part of the 18th century, steamers ran from Golden through Columbia
Lake and in 1888, a canal and locks were constructed to connect
the Colimabia and the Kootenay at Canal Flats o When the railroad
came through the Rockies to Golden and up the Beaver River, it
proved to be too much competition for boat traffic and regular
steamer service was discontinued before 1910o The canal was
destroyed by the great flood of 1894.

In spite of the difficulty that the many rapids on the upper
Columbia presented to boat traffic, they probably were negotiated
with much less difficulty for salmon or even other fish. The
faster straight rapids were usually very deep, and in their depths
the fish probably found many eddies and a variety of currents that
aided them in passing such stretches. The rougher, more tortuous,
rockstrewn rapids have even more eddies and cross currents that
salmon can seek out and utilize, and there are no real falls above
Kettle Falls that would necessitate jumping.

There is a paucity of references to Indian fishing between
Arrow Lakes and the slack water below Golden, BeCo Had the
salmon actually been held up at any point along this long section
of the river, the Indians would seemingly have known it and gathered
there to fish.

The more common Columbia River fish seem to be well distributed
clear to Columbia Lake. Ling (Lota lota) and squawfish (Ptyohocheilus
oregonensls ) are taken in Lake Windermere, and the usual trout are
taken in neighboring streams,

Salmon spawning streams are probably lacking below Kinbasket
Lake or Surprise Rapids due to the fact that nearly all of the
stretch below is bordered by cliffs, steep canyon walls or directly
by high steep mountain sides. Because of falls only the few larger
streams could be ascended for any distance, and even these are
swift, cold, snowfed streams that probably lack spawning areas.
The plateau section above the Big Bend, therefore, would be one
of the first extensive areas in the Canadian section of the Columbia
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where salmon spavming could tak« place, and only a fairly early
run of large, strong fish could be expected to survive the

arduous, downstrean fingerling and upstream adult journeys*

In order to determine whether or not salmon actually did
ascend to the upper reaches of the Columbia beyond the Big Bend

in British Columbia to spawn prior to the building of Grand Coulee
Dam, an inouiry was made in 1936 through J. R. Tovmsend of Vancouver,

B.C., who was an employee of the New England Fish Company in that
city, and whose sister, Mrs. A. H. Soles, was a resident of Parsons,

B.C., a small settlement above Golden. Mrs. Soles gathered infor-
mation from "l.lost all of the residents in the area". She reported
that since the main Columbia and most of its tributartes from the

Arrow Lakes to Golden is muddy due to the quantities of glacial
silt brought in from the snow and ice fields during the summer
months, no one apparently sees or reports many salmon in that
section of the river. Chinook salmon however still did (in 1936)

ascend to spawn in the Columbia River above Golden, B.C« *They
are first seen in the vicinity of the Salmon River, which is the

first clear (spring fed) tributary above Golden." These fish
usually appeared during the last week in August or the first week

in September and immediately went onto the spawning beds. All of

the salmon taken averaged nearly 40 pounds in weight even after
this long journey of some 1,200 miles from the ocean, and 50 or

60 pound fish were frequently seen. \/ The fish were taken
illegally by speers and clubs for food by Indians and by some of

the residents in the area, and had pink flesh and the big teeth
of the mature spawning adult. Mrs, Soles states that there is a

bridge at approximately 2 miles above the mouth of this stream
(the Salmon River), and that "many have seen the river under the

bridge packed tight with the salmon that were fighting their way
up stream to spavm. After spawning, the shoals below the bridge
were covered with dead fish." Another large "spawning bod* was
reported by the residents in the main Colianbia just below the
settlement of Athalmer^ -"fhich is approximetely 20 miles above
the Salmon River and just below the outlet of Vlindermere Lake.
"Abnormally good years of heavy runs are reported, with some
local residents stating that the runs were heaviest in the years
when the water in the Columbia is highest." This may very well
be true, because high water often enables a greater escapement
to be made through the c&mmercial and Indian fishery on the lower
river, and may also have made passage easier at some of the many
rapids in the river. These reports leave no doubt that salmon once
ascended the entire Coliimbia River to spawn.

\J The large size of these fish vrould indicate that they v/ere
~" probably at least 5 years of age, and their dccendants, now

relocated in tributaries just below Coulee Dam, may comprise
a considerable portion of the larger fish that are taken by
the lower river commercial fishery in July,
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Tributaries to the Columbia River above Grand Coulee Dam

1» Tne San Foil River enters the Columbia at approximately 17

miles above the Grand Coulee Damsite, and 612 miles above the mouth
of the Columbia River o The stream is approximately 75 miles long
and formerly supported good runs of chinook salmon, the early settlers
reporting the runs to have been huge in some years. A decline was
evident around 1890, but Dro Wo H. Rich observed a good run in 1915
when he reported that the Indians were taking salmon near the town
of Republic, Washington, some 60 miles above the mouth of the river

o

Mr. Jack Euchon, now of Astoria, Oregon, reports that he fished in the
stream in the late 30 's and that the stream was then very small during
the summer months and fev; fish were reported in the stream at that
time. L« Ao Fulton and H. A. Gangmark report that kokanee now ascend
this river at least 50 miles to spawn.

2. The Spokane River originates at Coeue d'Alene Lake in
Idaho, and enters the Columbia at approximately 42 miles above
the Grand Coulee Dam. Salmon formerly ascended to the impassable
falls near Spokane, but never could ascend above this point or

reach the Lake. Lyman shows pictures of the falls before and
after their development for power, and states that the total
fall in the Spokane River is 146 feet. Dr. Livingston Stone
reports that salmon and steelhead ascended to the Little Spokane
River, which enter*: at about 50 miles up the Spokane River, and
were quite abundant in 1882 both there and in the vicinity of

Spokane below the Falls. He found a large camp of Indians on
the Little Spokane who were engaged in putting a trap of withes
and poles across the river, and from them learned that large
numbers of spawning salmon entered that stream about the first
of September. A white man living in the neighborhood thought
that on October 1, 1882, about 40,000 to 50,000 fish were dying
at one time. Dr. Stone hired a man to check the runs in 1883,
(a much poorer year) who estimated the Indian catch at about
2,000 fish. Cutthroat trout and whitefish were also reported
as being abundant in this river system. Gilbert and Everman
report that the Spokane River below the falls contained large
spawning beds, and that large numbers of fish were present prior
to 1882 but had declined since, until by 1894 the numbers were
very few, although steelhead still occurred in considerable
numbers. In 1899 the Monroe Street Dam, one of the oldest power
dams in the Northwest, was built at Spokane Falls, In 1909 the
Little Falls Dam was built at 27 miles above the mouth. This
dam was 60 to 70 feet high, had no fishway, and totally blocked
salmon runs from the main spawning areas above. The dam is owned
by the Washington Water Povrer Company, which in the same year built
the 60 foot Nine Mile Falls Dam some 19 miles farther upstream, and
just above the mouth of the Little Spokane River. The impassable 175

foot Long Lake Dam vras built in 1915 four miles above the Little Falls
Dam. By 1918 the chinook, silver and steelhead runs had practically
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disappeared from the river. Various residents have stated that

there was also an extensive sport fishery on this river before

the dams were built.

3. The Colville River enters the Columbia at river mile 694,
99 miles above Grand Coulee Dam and 3 l/2 miles below the Kettle
Falls railroad bridge. It is approximately 40 miles in length.

Salmon runs formerly ascended to Meyers Falls, located about 4

miles above the river mouth, but the 80 foot lower fall and the

26 foot upper fall presented an impassable barrier to fish.

Nevertheless a great many salmon formerly spawned in the river
below the falls prior to 1878, but were apparently scarce by
1890, both here and at Kettle Falls. The Meyers brothers re-

ported to Gilbert and Everman in 1894 that they had been "almost

unable to buy any salmon for their own table from the Indians for

3 years.*

4* The Kettle River enters the G'olxmbia at 701 miles up and

106 miles above Coulee Dam. It is over 160 miles long, and loops

over the Canadian boundary twice below its point of orif,in in the

lower Monashee Mountains of British Columbia. At approximately
25 miles above its mouth it is joined by a stream running out of

Christina Lake in Ceinada, and this lake has in the past supported

a small oanmercial fishery for landlocked blueback or *kokanee'*,

A short distance above the confluence of the stream from Christina

Lake there is a falls on which a dam has been built. It is not

known whether salmon ever ascended above this falls, but spawning

runs were reported in the lov/er river. Smelters are reported to

have run slag into this river and killed off many fish at times,

but a few persisted until the building of Grand Coulee Dam,

5» The Fend Oreille River is sometimes known as Clarks Fork ,

a name now usually applied only to the portion of the river above

Pend Oreille Lake. This river enters the Colimbia at river mile 739,

144 miles above Coulee Dam. At its confluence it forms the inter-

national boundary with Canada. It is over 100 miles from the Lake to

the Columbia River, and Clarks Fork above the lake is over 250 miles

long. The river originates near the hepd of the Missouri River in

Montana. Salmon never have been able to reach the lake, because of

a falls about 15 miles belovf the lake. Dr. Livingston Stone believed

that approximately 20 miles above the mouth of the river, always blocked

fish. Freeman states that this river comes tumbling down a sheer walled

gorge in fall after fall, its spectacular last leap during the late October

low water period being over a 10-foot ledge extending all the way across

its 200-foot width. Runs of salmon were reported to have been heavy in

some years, but declined after 1878, as did most of the upper Columbia

River runs, although some fish were present until Grand Coulee Dam was

built. Gilbert and Everman reported steelhead to be abundant at the

mouth of this river in 1894.
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6o Thg Kootenai (or Kootenay) River enters the Columbia at;

river mil9~T7E^ 3 miles belov; the Arrow Lakes » At approximately
50 miles above its mouth„ at Nelson, BoCoj the river has widened
to form Kootenai Lake, whose 141,120 acres of clear, deep, cool
water make it the largest lake in the Columbia River systemo Above
the lake the river loops back into Montana and then back into Canada
to run northward some 200 miles further to its origin in the mountains
and in ao doing it passes within a mile of Columbia Lake at Canal Flats,
Above Kootenay Lake, the river has a moderate gradient, and in 1894
Captain Jennings built a steamer., the North Star, at Jennings, Montana
and sailed it up the wild Kootenai to Canal Flats, and went through
the canal into Columbia Lake and into the Columbia River itselfo

Unfortunate ly, the steep gradient of the lower 50 miles of the
river below Nelson, Bo Co, prevented salmon from ascending this large
river and lake systemo In the lower section the river drops 350
feet in 28 miles of mostly white water. Gilbert and Everman (1894)
report many cascades and turbulent rapids » They report that blu9«=-

back salmon inhabit the waters of this region, but apparently refer
to the small landlocked form which are seen in considerable numbers
when they enter the streams to spawn in the fallo l^an (1917)
reports that Bonnington Falls at approximately 20 miles up is one of

the noblest waterfalls on the entire Columbia River system, and it
would seem that this series of cascades and falls would alone have
stopped any ascent of salmono A hydroelectric plant at this falls
now supplies power to the towns of Trail and Nelsong...

7o The Canoe Rivet* is the extreme north branch of the Columbia
Rivers rising beyond latitude 53^, and entering the main Columbia at

its extreme northern point at the '*Big Bendo" It is over 60 miles
long, heading near the upper Fraser River. It obtained its name
from the fact that it was known to the earliest traders and 7oyageurs
for the excellence of barks obtained on its banks for canoe building •>

Freeman ;1921) describes it as being 40 yards wide at its mouth, and
"flowing through a densely timbered valley in which the trees overhang
the stream to such an extent as to almost shut it out from the light

of heaveno* Its waters were chocolate colored in the fall months
and it is apparently quite swift, although trappers go down it in
boats from its headwaters «> Lyman describes it as a furious mountain
stream, and it probably lacked spawning grounds for salmon.

8o Wood River (formerly Portage River) enters the Columbia from
the oas-t just above the Canoe River* It originates at the divide in

the crest of the Rockies known as the '*height of land" in a small lakso

Within 30 3^rds of it is a second lake feeding the east=flowing lUhirl"

pool River, a branch of the Athabaska« The Wood River flows through
a tremendous cleft in the main range between lofty Mte Brown and Mto
Hooker, and it was up this steep canyon that the early British fu'"

traders passed to and from the upper Columbia. The water is said to

be exceptionally cold, and salmon evidently did not use this swift
stream to any extent

o
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Information is lacking; on other streams, except that the

Beaver River below Golden is a steep, white water stream, as is

"^Tii frothing Wapta or Kicking Horse River entering at Golden.

Any of the streams entering in the flatter plateau section

above the end of the canyon at Surprise Rapids, that had a

moderate gradient for some distance above its mouth, "lay have

tjrcvided spawning areas for salmon, even as did the Salmon

Creek described by Mrso Soles

»

83138 Interior-Duplicating Section, Washington, D. C»
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